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SUMMARY

This document summarizes a 12-month research effort
investigating automatic processing theory and high- performance
skills training. Applied training research issues pertaining to
skill acquisition, transfer of training, and retention were
explored with analogs of Command and Control (C2) operator tasks.
The results of this work indicate that elements of gutomatic
processing theory can be applied to training of C2 task analogs,
suggest some limits on the transfer that can be expected with
complex materials under both aided on-! non-aided training
condt4-:ns, and indicate that automatic processes associated with
spatial pattern information show no significant decrement over
30-day retention intervals.
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AUTOMATI, INFORMATION PROCESSING AND HIGH PERFORMANCE SKILLS:

APPLICATIONS TO TRAINING, TRANSFER, AND RETENTION

I. INTRODUCTION

Air Force Command and Control (C2) systems are capable of

presenting large volumes of information that must be rapidly and

accurately processed by system operators. These systems can

impose multiple concurrent information processing demands on the

operator, and therefore require highly skilled personnel capable

of performing under high workload or timesharing conditions. The

high-performance skills demanded of operators typically require

extensive practice to develop and are characterized by

qualitative differences between the novice and expert (Schneider,

1985).

The increases in speed, accuracy, and timesharing

proficiency that can occur with extensive training have led to

development of an automatic/controlled theory of information

processing (Logan, 1985; Schneider, Dumais, & Shiffrin, 1984;

Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). This theory distinguishes two

qualitatively different forms of information processing:

automatic and controlled.

Within the automatic/controlled processing framework,

automatic processing represents a rapid, parallel, and effortless

process not subject to the capacity or resource limits usually

associated with performance. Controlled processing, on the other

hand, is characterized as a relatively slow, effortful, and

sequential process that is resource/capacity limited. Automatic

processing develops with extended practice under consistently

mapped (CM) conditions in which there is a consistent

relationship between task components (e.g., a stimulus and the

required response). Controlled processing is typically associated
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either with novel tasks or with variably mapped (VM) conditions

in which task component relationships vary from situation to

situation.

According to this theory, automatic processes can represent

important components of skilled operator performance. Certain

elements of skill result from automatization of CM task

components, which contributes to the speed and efficiency of

expert performance. Most skilled performance is, however,
conceptualized as the product of both controlled and automatic

processing (Logan, 1985; Schneider et al., 1984; Shiffrin &

Dumais, 1981).

Because of the efficiency that characterizes automatic
processing, such processes are of potential importance to Air

Force C2 operator performance. As noted above, automatic tasks

are performed more rapidly than controlled tasks (e.g.,

Eggemeier, Granitz, Rogus, & Geiselman, 1990; Fisk, Hodge, Lee, &

Rogers, 1990; Fisk & Schneider, 1983; Hale & Eggemeier, 1990).

Automatic processes can also result in more accurate (e.g., Myers

& Fisk, 1987; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977) and less variable

(e.g., Myers & Fisk, 1987) performance than controlled processes.

In addition to speed and accuracy advantages associated with
automatic processes, an important potential benefit of such

processing within the context of C2 systems operation is improved

operator timesharing efficiency. Improvement in timesharing

efficiency is particularly important due to the high workload

that can be imposed by some C2 systems, and results from the

reductions in the capacity/resource expenditure associated with

the processing of CM components. If the processing requirements

of a CM task component were reduced through automatic processing,

the resulting additional capacity could be applied to other tasks

or components, thereby improving timesharing efficiency. The

expected increases in timesharing efficiency have been

demonstrated in a numLGr of experiments where automatized tasks
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have beer, nerformed at high levels with concurrent controlled

tasks (e.g., Fisk & Schneider, 1983; Schneider & Fisk, 1982,

1984).

Implications of Automatic/Processing Theory for Training

The distinction between CM and VM task elements has some

important implications for the structure of training programs

intended to support the development of automatic processing.

Because only CM task components can be automatized, the theory

suggests that training programs should be structured to permit

numerous repetitions of these task components. Also, because

extensive practice is typically required to establish automatic

processing in appropriate task components, part-task training of

CM components appears to represent a viable and cost-effective

means of providing the required training. In essence, thia

approach to establishing automatic processing in selected task

components requires that CM elements of operator tasks be

identified through task analytic or other techniques, and that

the CM component identified through these analyses be implemented

on part-task trainers to provide the requisite training. Once

evidence of automatic processing has been established, the CM

task components would have to be integrated into the total task

through full simulation or other whole task training techniques.

Application of the automatic-processing-based approach to C2

operator skill acquisition does, however, require extensions of

current laboratory work in several important areas. Three such

areas include (a) more extensive specification of the range of

task materials and conditions which permit development of

automatic processes; (b) further investigation of the transfer

that can be expected with automatic processes for such materials

and conditions; and (c) specification of the retention functions

associated with automatic processes for the types of materials

processed by operators of C2 systems.
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Specification of the range of task materials and conditions

that permit the development of automatic processing is important

from the perspective of determining whether major classes of C2

operator task subcomponents represent candidates for automatic

processing. As described in greater detail below, for example,

operators of certain C2 systems must rapidly and accurately

process complex alphanumeric rules that represent combinations of

letter sequences or acronyms which stand for particular system

parameters and numerical values associated with such parameters.

These C2 systems require that the operator search a display and

respond to critical or target alphanumeric sequences representing

parameters that are out of tolerance. At the same time, responses

must be withheld from non-critical or distractor sequences that

represent parameters within tolerance.

Although considerable previous work has addressed automatic

processing in search paradigms that require a distinction to be

drawn between target and distractor items, this research has not

addressed the issue of automatization of complex alphanumeric

rules which require the conjunction of acronyms and numerical

values. Therefore, it is important to investigate the effects of

extensive training on such complex alphanumeric rules (a) to

determine if they can develop characteristics of automatic

processing and (b) to specify the amounts of training that wou'd

be required for developing such characteristics.

A related area important to application of an automatic-

processing-based approach to the types of materials represented

in C2 systems is investigation of techniques that can be applied

to facilitate the development of automatic processing with

complex materials. This area is important from a practical

perspective, because automatic processing typically requires

extensive training and can take thousands of acquisition trials

to develop. Any techniques that could shorten the amount of

training time required to establish some level of automatic

4



processing with complex materials would therefore be of great

potential benefit to applications to C2 operator training.

In addition to information pertaining to the conditions and

materials that permit the development of automatic processing in

subcomponents of operator tasks, additional data bearing on the

transfer of automatic subcomponents of operator tasks are needed

to effectively structure training programs. Such data are

necessary, for example, to determine if limited subsets of
relevant materials can be trained and then used as a basis for

subsequent formal or on-the-job training with other similar

materials.

Other issues that pertain to transfer concern possible task

recombinations in which originally trained target items,

distractor items, or both are incorporated into a new overall

task. Such a task could require that items serve either the same

target/distractor roles or different roles, and it is necessary

to determine the levels of performance which result from

different task recombinations. Previous work with semantic-based

and symbolic materials (e.g., Dumais, 1979; Fisk et al., 1990)

suggests that positive transfer would occur when target items are

incorporated into a task with new distractor items, and that

similar positive transfer could be expected with distractor

transfer. It is important, however, to extend this previous

transfer work to tasks that are representative of other

subcomponents (e.g., spatial pattern search) of C2 operator

tasks.

A third major area relevant to the application of automatic-

processing-based approaches to part-task training of C2 operator

tasks concerns the retention of automatic processes.

Specification of retention functions for such processes is

necessary to permit effective structuring of training programs

designed to maintain subcomponent skills over time periods during

which these skills may not be exercised. It would be possible,
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for example, for an air weapons controller to experience a time

period when certain types of air refueling missions were not run

and particular subcomponent skills associated with such missions

were not practiced. However, when these air refueling missions

were resumed, it would be very important for controller skill

levels to be within acceptable margins to ensure the safety of

the missions. Knowledge of the retention functions associated

with the subcomponents of the skills would be essential in such

an instance to determine if retraining would be required during

the period of disuse. Previous work with the retention of

automatic processing with semantic materials (Fisk et al., 1990)

indicates that automatic processes undergo little or no loss over

6-month periods. Once again, however, it is important to extend

this previous work to other materials designed to represent

analogs of information found in C2 operator task components.

Objectives of Current Research Program

The current research program was therefore designed to

investigate applications of an automatic-processing-based

approach to the acquisition, transfer, and retention of tasks

intended to represent the types of information-processing

requirements imposed by selected task components within C2

systems. The purpose of this report is to document a series of

experiments conducted to examine issues concerned with the

acquisition, transfer, and retention of automatic processing in

laboratory analogs of C2 task components.

Section II of this report presents a series of experiments

conducted to examine the acquisition of automatic processing in

several tasks involving the processing of information similar to

that required of operators of C2 systems. Section III reports a

number of experiments that examined the issues of transfer and

retention of automatic processing in analogs of C2 operator

tasks. Finally, Section IV describes a set of experiments

performed to initially evaluate the feasibility of a target
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prompting system intended to facilitate the development of

automatic processing in a complex spatial pattern detection task.

II. ACQUISITION OF AUTOMATIC PROCESSES IN TASKS REQUIRING THE
PROCESSING OF SPATIAL PATTERN INFORMATION

AND ALPHANUMERIC RULE-BASED INFORMATION

Air Force C2 systems such as air weapons control and event

detection require the operator to rapidly and accurately proces 3

a variety of spatial and complex alphanumeric information under

high workload conditions (Eggemeier, Fisk, Robbins, Lawless, &

Spaeth, 1988). This information is different in both type and

complexity from the relatively simple alphanumeric materials

(e.g., individual numerals or letters of the alphabet) employed

in many earlier laboratory studies of automatic processing (see

Schneider et al., 1984 for a review). As a consequence,

information from these earlier studies may not be directly

applicable to the training of operator task components that

require the use of spatial and complex alphanumeric materials.

The objective of the experiments described in this section

was to investigate the development of automatic processing in

memory and visual search tasks requiring the processing of

information analogous to that required in Air Force C2 systems.

Spatial Pattern Information

The first set of experiments in this series addressed the

issue of automatic processing of spatial pattern information. As

noted above, Air Force C2 systems such as air weapons control and

event detection require the operator to process different types

of spatial pattern information. These spatial patterns portray

the presence and movement of certain items (e.g., aircraft) on

systems displays (Eggemeier et al., 1988). System displays within

air weapons control systems, for example, require the operator to

monitor the radar returns associated with aircraft that are
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controlled, and to detect changes in the speed or direction of

aircraft movement through associated changes in the spatial

patterns of radar returns on the system display. One important

characteristic of controlled aircraft is acceleration, and this

variable is portrayed by progressive increases in the distance

between successive returns on the display. Changes in course, on

the other hand, are depicted by changes in the direction of

movement of successive returns on the display. Although spatial

pattern information is essential to operator performance within

such systems, relatively little work has investigated automatic

processing of such information.

Work conducted to date with automatic processing of spatial

pattern information (e.g., Eberts & Schneider, 1986; Eggemeier et

al., 1990; Lawless & Eggemeier, 1990) has produced somewhat mixed

results regarding the capability of subjects to automatize such

information. Eberts and Schneider (1986), for instance, reported

several studies of the effect of extensive practice on the

detection of line segment patterns made up of individual elements

presented sequentially on several channels of a visual display.

Both CM and VM conditions were included in the experiments, and

the results demonstrated a number of advantages of CM training

that were consistent with the development of some degree of

automaticity in that condition. For example, CM targets were

detected more reliably than were VM targets, and maintained that

advantage when the number of channels to be monitored was

increased. CM performance was, however, affected by the number of

channels to be processed, and this led Eberts and Schneider

(1986) to suggest that only a partial form of automatic

processing had been achieved in the CM condition.

Eggemeier et al. (1990) investigated the effect of extensive

practice on performance in a memory search task that required the

processing of static spatial patterns intended to represent

classes of target movement that are processed by operators of C2

systems. All pattern elements were presented in parallel as

8



opposed to the sequential presentation of elements used in the

Eberts and Schneider work. Both CM and VM mapping conditions were

examined. At the conclusion of training, CM performance was more

rapid than VM performance. The CM group also showed the

attenuation of memory set size effects on reaction time

performance that is indicative of automatic processing. Results

of the Eggemeier et al. (1990) work therefore support the

capability of subjects to develop automatic processing with

static spatial pattern information.

In an initial investigation of the application of automatic

processing to dynamic spatial patterns of the type processed by

C2 operators, Lawless and Eggemeier (1990) examined performance

with a weather pattern detection task that required subjects to

search a display for complex spatial patterns that exhibited

apparent motion characteristics. Elements of these patterns were

also displayed sequentially. However, unlike the Eberts and

Schneider (1986) pattern elements, each element remained on the

display once it had initially appeared. Subjects completed 12

days of training under either CM or VM training conditions.

Results of the Lawless and Eggemeier (1990) study showed that

although the CM training group demonstrated a consistent

advantage over the VM group in the search time required to detect

target weather patterns, this advantage was not statistically

reliable.

The results of current work on the development of automatic

processing with spatial pattern information therefore provide

evidence of automatic processing with static spatial patterns

under memory search conditions. However, research using dynamic

patterns that exhibit apparent movement and/or that include

sequentially presented elements has produced results that are

consistent with either partial automaticity or non-significant CM

performance advantages. Additional work to explore the boundary

conditions for establishment of automatic processing with both

static and dynamic spatial patterns is therefore important for
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eventual applications of an automatic-processing-based approach

to C2 operator training.

Comolex AlIhanumeric Informat._oQ

An additional important application of automaticity for

high-performance skills training concerns the processing of

complex alphanumeric information. In some instances, operators of

Air Force C2 systems (e.g., event detection, air weapons control)
must search a display for alphanumeric characters (e.g., acronyms

representing system parameters or aircraft), and automatic

processing of this type of information is an important aspect of

performance in these systems.

As outlined previously, for instance, certain Air Force C2

systems require the operator to process complex alphanumeric

information. This information takes the form of the conjunction

of sequences of letters of the alphabet that stand for particular

systems parameters, and numerical values associated with the

status of that particular parameter. In these systems, an

operator can be required to search a display that contains a

number of parameter designators and associated numerical values,

and rapidly determine whether the numerical values associated

with each parameter fall within pre-specified boundaries. In

effect, this represents a rule-based search task in which a rule

is defined by the conjunction of a system designator and a range

of numerical values, and the search set consists of the

combination of the system designator and a numerical value that

represents either an exemplar or a non-exemplar of the rule.

This type of rule-based search task is conceptually similar

to a semantic category search task that has developed

characteristics of automatic processing with extensive pract;,.

in a number of previous efforts (e.g., Fisk et al., 1990; Fisk &

Schneider, 1983; Hale & Eggemeter, 1990; Hassoun & Eggemeier,

1988; Schneider & Fisk, 1984). Hale and Eggemeier (1990), for
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example, demonstrated the development of automatic processing in

a memory search variant of this type of task that required

subjects to determine whether single probe items (e.g.,

automobile, potato) represented exemplars of previously presented

semantic categories (e.g., mode of transportation, vegetable)

that made up the memory set. Extensive training was provided to

subjects under both CM and VM conditions. The results

demonstrated that performance in the CM condition ws more rapid

than comparable VM performance, and also showed that the effects

of memory set size on performance were attenuated in the CM

condition relative to the VM condition. These results were

consistent with the development of automatic processing in the CM

condition, and other investigators (Fisk et al., 1990; Fisk &

Schneider, 1983; Hassoun & Eggemeier, 1988; Schneider & Fisk,

1984) have reported similar evidence that supports the

development of automatic processing in this type of paradigm.

Certain parallels exist between the semantic category

search paradigm described above and the rule-based search task

performed by C2 operators. In both instances, a general category

or rule defines the characteristics or boundaries of the search

set, and in both cases, successful performance of the task

requires that sin'le items be classified as exemplars or non-

exemplars of the category or rule. However, the semantic category

search paradigm employs information categories used extensively

prior to their application in the search task, whereas the rule-

based search task requires the conjunction of system designator

and numerical values not previously associated with one another.

Previous work (Eggemeier et al., 1990) has confirmed the

capability of subjects to automatize letter sequences similar to

those used as system component designators in C2 systems, and

several investigators (e.g, Fisk, Oransky, & Skedsvold, 1988;

Kramer, Strayer, & Buckley, 1989) have recently demonstrated

application of rule-based consistencies to the development of

automatic processing. There have been, however, no previous
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investigations of the capability of subjects to develop automatic

processing in a rule-based search task involving the conjunction

of alphanumeric characters required of the C2 operator.

Therefore, the effects of practice on the capability to perform

this complex type of search task represent an important issue in

the application of automatic-processing-based approaches to C2

operator training.

Overview of Present Studies

Results of some recent research with spatial and complex

alphanumeric materials suggest that characteristics of

automaticity identified with more basic materials can, in fact,

apply to subsets of materials that are more representative of

those which must be processed by operators of C2 systems. Some

results do, however, suggest that important limits may exist on

the degree of automaticity that can be achieved under certain

situations. The Eberts and Schneider (1986) research, for

example, raises important issues regarding the degree of

automaticity that can be developed when target patter.,s are

spatial in nature or when such patterns are composed of

sequentially presented elements. Likewise, the Lawless and

Eggemeier (1990) work with dynamic spatial patterns in a complex

search task suggests that there may be some limits on the

application of automatic processing to such situations. The

capability to achieve only partial forms of automaticity or to

realize only limited advantages of CM training under such

conditions is of great potential importance in applications to

Air Force C2 systems, as these systems would typically impose

similar conditions on operator performance.

In the same vein, although previous work suggests that

complex alphanumeric materials of the type represented in the

rule-based type of search task discussed above can be

automatized, present data do not extend to the rule-based

application itself. Once again, there is a need to extend current
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information to an application that more closely approximates C2

system requirements.

One major objective of the current effort was to investigate

the development of automatic processing in tasks which impose

processing requirements similar to those involved in Air Force C2

systems. Given the importance of spatial pattern and complex

alphanumeric information to such systems and the relatively

little automatic processing work conducted with these types of
information, additional investigations were required to examine

the development of automatic processing in these areas.

Therefore, the following experiments were performed to

investigate levels of performance that could be achieved with

extended training in tasks requiring the processing of spatial

pattern information and complex alphanumeric itiformation.

Experiment 1 examined the effects of training on a task which
required that subjects search for static spatial patterns

representative of those which must be processed in several Air

Force systems. Experiments 2 and 3 investigated the effects of

training under CM and VM conditions on performance with dynamic

spatial pattern information of the type included in C2 systems in

visual and memory search tasks, respectively. Finally, Experiment

4 examined the effects of CM and VM training on performance of a

rule-based alphanumeric search task of the type described above.
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Exoeriment 1
Development of Automatic Processing in

-aS _ dir.UtiTl Pattern Search Task

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the levels

of performance which could be achieved in both CM and VM

conditions in a memory search task that required the processing
of static spatial patte,-n information. The memory search task was
chosen for this work because it requires that a number of target

patterns be held in memor) and that a subsequently presented test
pattern be rapidly and accurately classified as a member or non-
member of the set. Target patterns require a rapid positive

response, whereas non-target or distractor patterns require a
negative response. Because it requires one type of response to a

target subset and another type of response to a non-target
subset, this type of memory search is associated with important
operator functions in several C2 systems, such as event
detection. During the event detection function, an operator is
required to respond positively to the occurrence of a subset of
target events, and to respond in a different manner to non-target
or dictractor events. Because of its similarity to a component of
important operator functions in C2 systems, the memory search

task was considered ideal to investigate the capability of
subjects to achiAve some degree of automatic processing with

static spatial pattern information.

As noted above, Eggemeier et al. (1990) have reported

evidence of the development of automatic processing with static
spatial patterns intended to represent different classes of
target movement within Air Force C2 systems. These systems
require the operator to identify spatial patterns associated with
*hA movement of targets or events (e.g., aircraft, weather
phenomena) rewr-oanted by dot patterns which progressively move
across the system display -ih elapsed time. Three principal
patterns of movement are typical with such La, soto or events: (a)
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constant movement represented by equal spacing between pattern

elements, (b) accelerated movement represented by progressive
increases in the spacing between pattern elements, and (c)

decelerated movement represented by progressive decreases in the
spacing between pattern elements.

To represent these major categories of target movement,

Eggemeier et al. (1990) developed three sets of static spatial
pattern stimuli. One set of stimuli was designed to represent
constant target movement, the second set was designed to
represent accelerated target movement, and the third eet was
designed to represent decelerated target movement.

In the Eggemeier et al. (1990) study, target and distractor
patterns were chosen from separate movement categories as defined

above. For example, target items for one subject were chosen from
the constant movement category, whereas disti-actor items were

chosen from the accelerated target movement category. The use of
movement categories as targets and distractor sets was

counterbalanced across subjects. In effect, the use of separate
categories of target and distractor items provided the
opportunity for subjects to attend to the one common feature of

the spatial patterns in the target set, and to do the same with
distractor set patterns. Therefore, although the development of

automatic processing was demonstrated with the spatial pattern
materials used, it is possible that the categorization present in
the target and distractor sets contributed to the capability of
subjects to automatize the spatial pattern sets.

Eggemeier et al. (1990), for example, nave aemonstrated that
similarity between target and distractor set items is an
important factor in the development of automatic processing with

complex alphanumeric materials. Under equivalent levels of
training, for instance, dissimilar target and distractor sets led

to faster performance and greater attenuation of memory set size
effects than did similar target and distractor sets. The
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dissimilarity between target and distractor sets in the Eggemeier

et al. (1990) spatial pattern experiment could have therefore

facilitated the achievement of the performance levels obtained.

Because such dissimilarity between target and distractor

sets cannot be guaranteed in C2 systems, it was considered

important to investigate the development of automatic processing

with spatial pattern information when target and distractor items

were not drawn from separate categories. Therefore, Experiment I

was conducted to investigate the development of automatic

processing in static spatial patterns similar to those required

by some Air Force systems, but which did not include the

categorization between target and distractor sets that had been

present in the earlier work. To eliminate the categorization, new

sets of target and distractor items were developed through random

selection of patterns from the three categories of spatial

patterns used in the Eggemeier at al. (1990) experiment.

Method

Subict. Subjects were 12 University of Dayton students,

paid $4.00 per hour for their participation. In addition to this

base rate of pay, subjects were awarded a bonus payment of $1.00

per hour for appearing on time for each scheduled experimental

session.

Agoa•_iiu. The experiment was controlled with a Zenith Data

Systems 248 computer. The computer was programmed to present

stimuli, control the timing of stimulus presentation, and collect

subject responses. Subjects viewed spatial pattern stimuli on a

Zenith ZCM-1490 high-resolution color monitor. Responses were

made on the arrow keys located in the lower right-hand corner of

a standard expanded IBM-compatible keyboard. Auditory feedback

concerning performance levels was presented to subjects through

the speakers on the Zenith computers.
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Procedure. Subjects performed a memory search task which

was modeled after the Sternberg (1966) paradigm. On each trial,

subjects were shown a memory set of one to four spatial patterns

on the computer cathode-ray tube tC:?T; screen. These spatial

patterns remained on the screen until the subject pressed a

designated key on a computer keyboard. At this point, a fixation

cross 4.5 millimeters (mm) in height and 4.3 mm in width appeared

in the middle of the screen for 500 milliseconds (ms). The

fixation cross was replaced by a single test pattern displayed

for a maximum of 2 seconds or until the subject responded.

The subject was instructed to rapidly determine whether the

test pattern was a member of the previously presented memory set.

Subjects responded "yes" or "no" by pressing with their preferred

hand a labeled response button on the Leyboard. One-half of the

target patterns in each block of trials were members of the

memory set; the other patterns were not. Two dependent measures,

reaction time and response accuracy, were collected. Each subject

was encouraged to respond as rapidly as possible while

maintaining an accuracy level of 90% or higher within each

session.

Visual and auditory feedback were provided to subjects at

the completion of each trial. After each trial, an incorrect

response was followed by a "Wrong Response" message on a red

background, and by a tone. A correct response was followed by a

"Correct Response" message on a blue background, the reaction

time for that trial, and a short musical sequence for those

reaction times that were below a specified criterion. In

addition, the feedback concerning correct responses also included

a message specifying the level of performance indicated by the

reaction time achieved. This feedback indicated to the subject if

the level was that of a "Novice," "Professional," "Expert," or

"Ace." These levels represented progressive decreases in reaction

time to the spatial pattern information, and the feedback

encouraged the subject to attempt to lower reaction time if only
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the "Novice" level had been achieved on a particular trial.

Performance categories were based on reaction times achieved by

subjects in a pilot study which preceded the present experiment.

Additional summary feedback was provided at the beginning of

each day of training following the initial training day. This

feedback summarized reaction time and accuracy performance levels

from each of the previous training days, and provided a means for

subjects to follow changes in their perforiance as a function of

training.

Subjects participated in the experiment for 10 days. On each

day, subjects completed two 30-minute training sessions which

consisted of 10 blocks of 20 trials each. Therefore, there were

400 training trials each day and a total of 4,000 training trials

across the experiment.

StjimlugJ1Mterials. Each spatial stimulus pattern was

composed of five circular elements, and was intended to represent

the type of pattern processed by operators of some Air Force C2

systems. Six different target/distractor sets were developed

through a random selection procedure from the categorized sets of

patterns used in the Eggemeier et al. (1990) research. The

current procedure therefore permitted the use of the same

patterns as in the previous work, and at the same time,

eliminated the categorization present in tne previous stimulus

sets. Each set of patterns in the current experiment included

four targets and four distractor patterns. Examples of the

patterns used are provided in Appendix A.

Dleig . Three independent variables were included in the

design: (a) target/distractor mapping, (b) memory set size, and

(c) training sessions. Target/distractor mapping was either CM or

VM, and represented a between-subjects variable. Six subjects

were assigned to the CM group and six subjects to the VM group.

In the CM condition, one set of spatial patterns served as
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targets throughout training for an individual subject, and a

second set served as distractor patterns. In the VM condition,

sets of patterns served as both targets and distractors across

blocks of trials. The six sets of spatial pattern stimuli were

distributed across subjects in both the CM and VM conditions.

Under CM conditions, four items of a set served as targets and

the remaining four items served as distractors. In VM conditions,

targets and distractors were drawn at random on a trial-by-trial

basis from the total set of eight items included in a pattern

set. Each pattern set served as targets/distractors for one CM

subject and for one VM subject. Memory set size was manipulated

within blocks of trials in each group, and consisted of one to

four spatial patterns. Each group completed 20 sessions of

practice trials across the 10 days of training.

Reaction Time. Mean reaction time to test patterns as a

function of CM/VM condition and training sessions is illustrated

in Figure 1. The means depicted in Figure 1 are based on correct

responses by subjects. As is clear from the figure, both CM/VM

condition and sessions had a substantial effect on reaction time.

Reaction times were consistently lower in the CM group than in

the VM group, and also improved in both groups as a function of

training.

A 2-x-4-x-20 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed on

the reaction time data to analyze the effects of mapping

condition (CM vs. VM), memory set size (1-4), and training

session (1-20). Mapping condition was a between-subjects variable

in this analysis, while memory set size and training session were

within-subjects variables. This analysis indicated that the main

effects of mapping condition [E(1,10) = 10.58, p <.01), memory

set size [E(3,30) = 150.56, p <.001), and training sessions

[E(19,190) = 35.91, p <.001] were significant. The interactions
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of CM/VM x memory set [E(3,30) = 13.26, Q <.001] and memory set x

session [E(57,570) = 4.92, D <.001] were also significant.

Neither the CM/VM x session nor the CM/VM x memory set x session

interaction proved significant.

The main effect of CM/VM mapping condition is consistent

with the development of some degree of automatic processing in

the CM condition, in that reliably faster responses were

exhibited in the CM condition as compared with the VM condition.

The significant improvement in performance with training and the

effect of memory set size on reaction time are consistent with

previous work (e.g., Fisk & Schneider, 1983) with the same memory

search paradigm with different materials. Therefore, the main

effects are consistent with expectations and with the development

of automatic processing in the CM group.

As noted above, one criterion used in assessing the

development of automatic processing is the response time

advantage of the CM group over the VM group. A second criterion

which can be applied to test the development of automatic

processing is a greater reduction in the effect of task demand

within the CM group versus the VM group as training progresses.

Within the current memory search task, task demand was varied

through manipulations of memory set size. Therefore, a reduction

in the effect of memory set size in the CM versus the VM group

with training represents a second criterion that can be applied

in the present study to assess the development of automatic

processing with the present spatial patterns. The significant

CM/VM x memory set interaction reported above is consistent with

the presence of a differential effect of memory set size within

the CM and VM groups.

Figure 2 shows the effect of memory set size on reaction

time in the CM and VM groups for both the first and

last sessions of training. As is clear from the figure,
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memory set size had a substantial effect on both CM and VM

performance during the first training session. Subsequent to the

significant CM/VM x memory set interaction, tests of simple main

effects of memory set on performance within the CM group and

within the VM group were performed on Session 1 data to evaluate

the influence of memory set on reaction time at the beginning of

training. This analysis indicated tnat the effect of memory set

was reliable within both the CM [E(3,30)= 40.25, p <.001] and VM

[E(3,30) = 37.38, p < .001] conditions. A Tukey-A (Winer, 1962)

post-hoc multiple comparison test indicated that within the CM

group, the reaction times associated with memory set size one

differed reliably (p <.05) from all other memory set sizes, and

that reaction times for the memory set size of two patterns

differed significantly from those associated with memory set

sizes of three and four patterns. Exactly the same pattern of

results was obtained in an application of the Tukey-A procedure

to the Session 1 VM group data. Therefore, memory set size

exerted very similar effects on reaction time performance at the

beginning of training in both the CM and VM groups.

At the conclusion of training, however, the effect of memory

set on reaction time had been markedly attenuated in the CM

group, while set size continued to show a strong effect on VM

group performance. Tests of simple effects of memory set on the

Session 20 VM group data showed a reliable effect of memory set

on reaction time (E(3,30) = 39.45, g <.001] that was of

approximately the same magnitude as the Session I effect. A

comparable CM analysis continued to demonstrate a reliable effect

memory set on Session 20 reaction time [E(3,30) = 9.55, p <.001],

but the magnitude of the effect was greatly reduced relative to

the Session I effect. Tukey-A multiple comparison tests confirmed

these trends, and indicated that only the reaction times for the

memory set size of one differed from the remaining reaction times

in the CM condition. Within the VM condition, on the other hand,

reaction times of memory sat size one differed from all other

reaction times, as did those associated with memory set size
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four. These results demonstrate that at the completion of

training, the CM group showed a marked attenuation of memory set

size effects at the higher memory set sizes, while the VM group

continued to show a reliable effect of the highest memory set

size on reaction time. This type of effect is consistent with the

development of automatic processing within the CM group.

To further characterize the reductions in memory set size on

performance in each group, slopes of the functions depicted in
Figure 2 were computed. Within the CM group, the slope of the

Session 1 function was 92 ms, and the slope of the Session 20

function was 26 ms. In the VM group, however, the slope of the

Session 1 function was 90 ms, and was reduced to 54 ms by Session

20. Therefore, the CM group showed a 72% reduction in slope with

training as compared to a 40% reduction in slope in the VM group.

Once again, this type of CM-VM difference is consistent with the

development or automatic processing ii, .;%e CM gr'oup.

Accuracy of ResDondin . Figure 3 shows mean percent correct

responses as a function of CM/VM group and training session. As

can be seen in the figure, response accuracy was consistently

high, and generally improved in both groups as a function of

training.

A 2-x-4-x-20 ANOVA comparaowe to that performed on the

reaction time data was conducted on the percent correct

responses. This analysis demonstrated no main effect of mapping

condition [E(1,10) = 4.13, D ).06], a significant main effect of

memory set size [E(3,30) = 24.09, p <.001], and a reliable effect

of training sessions CE(19,190) = 5.46, p <.001]. The CM/VM x

memory set inreraction (E(3,30) = 7.49, p <.002] was reliable,

but all other interactions proved non-significant. The main

effect of memory set size reflects increased error rates in both

groups es mennry set size increased, and the main effect of

training session reflects the trend for increased accuracy in

both mapping groups over the initial training sessions as noted
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in Figure 3. Although the CM-VM main effect was not reliable, it

did approach significance. Figure 3 demonstrates a clear trend

for higher levels of accuracy in the CM versus the VM condition

across training. Consequently, the difference in reaction times

noted in Figure 1 cannot be attributed to a significant speed-

accuracy tradeoff, and the accuracy data are therefore consistent

with the interpretation of reaction time differences as

supporting the development of automatic processing in the CM

group.

Figure 4 shows the effect of memory set on percent correct

as a function of mapping condition during Session I and during

Session 20. As is clear from the figure, CM performance was

generally superior to VM performance during Session 1, and the

percent correct in both groups tended to decrease as memory set

size increased. The same trend for superiority of CM relative to

VM performance is clear in Session 20, although both groups show

more stable performance at the higher memory set sizes than in

Session 1.

Tests of simple effects comparable to those performed on the

reaction time data were conducted following the significant CM/VM

x memory set interaction. These analyses indicated that within

Session 1, memory set reliably affected VM performance accuracy

[E(3,30) = 3.07, p <.051, but not CM performance accuracy

[E(3,30) = 1.60, 1 >.05]. A Tukey-A post-hoc comparison test
indicated that within the VM condition, the memory set size of

four patterns was associated with a lower percent correct than

was the memory set size of one pattern (g < .05), but that all

other differences were not reliable. Comparable tests of simple

main effects on the Session 20 data indicated that there were no

significant differences associated with memory set in either the

CM [E(3,30) = 2.00, p >.05J or the VM [E(3,30) = 2.12, 2 >.05J

conditions. These results and the fact that Session 20 CM

performance consistently exceeded Session 1 CM perfornmince

indicate that the previously noted attenuation of memory set size
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effects in Session 20 CM versus VM reaction times cannot be

attributed to a reliable speed-accuracy tradeoff in the CM

condition. Consequently, these accuracy results are also

consistent with the development of some level of automatic

processing in the CM condition.

Discussion

The results of this experiment support the capability of

subjects to develop automatic processing with static spatial

patterns under conditions in which target and distractor patterns

are not distinguished by differences in category membership. This

experiment therefore extends the results of the earlier Eggemeier

et al. (1990) spatial pattern work, and indicates that the

advantages of automatic processing can be expected to accrue to

tasks that require memory search for non-categorized spatial

pattern information.

Exoeriment 2
Develooment of Automatic Processing in a Task

Reauiring the Search for Complex Spatial Patterns

Purp~oa

Experiment 1 demonstrated evidence of automatic processing

in a memory search paradigm with spatial patterns that were

static representations of materials that must be processed by C2

operators. The actual search tasks performed by C2 operators,

however, typically require that dynamic (as opposed to static)

spatial patterns be processed. C2 tasks also usually require that

critical or target patterns be identified on a search display

that can include both distractor patterns and random visual

background noise that are unrelated to either target or

distractor patterns. The dynamic patterns processed by C2

operators are spatial configurations, presented on a system

display, that represent either radar or satellite returns
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associated with a moving target (e.g., aircraft, weather

phenomena). Therefore, these patterns exhibit characteristics of

apparent movement.

Although the results of previous research are important in

establishing that automatic processing does occur in static

analogs of C2 tasks, it is also important to extend the work with

static representations to the type of dynamic patterns that

exhibit apparent motion characteristics and that typify the
processing requirements found within C2 systems.

In the above-referenced investigation of automatic

processing with such dynamic spatial patterns, Lawless and

Eggemeier (1990) examined performance with a weather pattern

detection task requiring that subjects search a display for

complex spatial patterns that exhibited apparent motion

characteristics. Subjects completed 768 training trials under

either CM or VM mapping conditions. In addition to target and

distractor patterns that exhibited apparent motion

characteristics, random visual background noise was also

presented on the search display and was progressively increased

across the 42 days of training. Although the CM training

condition demonstrated a consistent advantage over the VM

condition in the search time required to detect target weather

patterns, differences between the groups were not significant.

Several factors were potentially responsible for the failure

to demonstrate reliable CM vs VM differences. One such factor

relates to the complexity of the weather search task and the fact

that even under low background noise conditions, actual weather

target patterns can be difficult to discriminate from background

noise. It is therefore possible that the Lawless and Eggemeier

(1990) subjects were impaired in their capability to learn the

distinction between target and distractor patterns because of the
presence of background noise on search displays throughout

training. This suggests the possibility that reliable differences
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between CM and VM performance might have developed if training

had initially taken place under conditions of no noise, that

afforded the opportunity to allocate possibly more processing

resources to thq terget-distractor discrimination aspect of the

task.

Therefore, the presetnt experiment was conducted to

investigate the effect of training under a no-background-noise

condition on the capability of subjects to perform the same

weather search task used by Lawless and Eggemeier (1990). Both CM

and VM conditions were included in the present experiment, and

the amount of training was set at approximately the same level

used in the Lawless and Eggemeier (1990) work. However,

background noise was eliminated throughout the course of the

training to investigate the levels of performance that would

result with training under lower search workload levels than were

employed in the previous study.

Method

a£tdo&_". Twelve University of Dayton students participated

as paid subjects in this experiment. Subjects were paid $4.00 per

hour for their participation, plus a $1.00 per hour bonus for

appearing on time for each scheduled training session.

AIaraA•._z. Macintosh IIx computers with extended keyboards

and standard mouse interfaces were used to simulate a weather

satellite dispiay. The workstations presented the stimuli,

recorded subject responses, and controlled the experiment. A

high-resolution, 19-inch PCPC color monitor presented the target

and distractor atimuli. Subjects used the standard mouse with a

single button to superimpose a cursor on a target stimulus, and

activated the button to indicate the selection of the target

pattern superimposed by the cursor.
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The stimulus presentation and response system had been

programmed in Smalltalk 80 programming language by Systems

Research Laboratories, Inc. under contract with the Air Force

Human Resources Laboratory (A=HRL).

Stimuli. Stimuli represented weather phenomena (e.g.,

severe thunderstorm, tornado) and consisted of multi-element dot

patterns with apparent motion characteristics.

Each walking-dot pattern was a set of dots that grew in

linear form from one to six elements. The dots that made up each

walking-dot pattern were illuminated for approximately 1/8 second

and were not illuminated during the remainder of the 1-second

interval. The resultant flashing was continuous, with a flash

occurring approximately every second. Updates or so-called

refreshes to the pattern occurred every 7 seconds. When a refresh

occirred, a new dot was added to the end of the previous linear

pattern. After several refreshes, a pattern of dots was formed,

with each dot briefly flashing on and off in succession during

each 1-second interval. As a consequence of illuminating the dots

in the order in which they appeared during successive updates,

the dot elements appeared to "walk" in a line across the screen.

Both targets and distractors had apparent motion

characteristics that varied along several dimensions. One such

dimension concerned the separation between successive dots. This

separation varieo between patterns, with relatively large levels

of separation representing rapid movement of a target and

relatively little separation indicating a near-stationary target.

This separation could increase or decrease as successive dots

appeared, representing either acceleration or deceleration. The

heading or direction of apparent movement of the pattern was also

varied at random. The intensity of a target was indicated by the

apparent brightness of a dot or dots in the pattern. Apparent

brightness was created by adding a row of pixels to the
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particular dot or dots. Each pattern had a fixed brightness

level.

In conceptualizing the dynamics of the target weather

patterns, it is useful to consider what would be happening from a

weather monitoring system perspective. In the system whose

dynamics are simulated, a satellite is tracking weather patterns

within the state of Ohio. The system display operates at a

refresh rate of 7 seconds. This refresh rate represents the time

required for the satellite tc rotate about its own axis and

acquire new data. For example, with a refresh rate of 7 seconds,

the display would flash the previous eight scans of data every

second until the occurrence of a scan 7 seconds later. At this

time, the display would be updated and the data from the first

scan of the previous eight would be dropped and the new

information added. The effect is presentation of eight time

periods. When a refresh occurs, the first time period drops out

of the display and a new set of data appears, thereby permitting

seven historical presentations of the most recent data points to

be displayed.

When a severe thunderstorm is first detected, for example,

the system displays a single dot in the eighth time period. If

the thunderstorm has moved when the satellite completes its next

scan, the system display would present the new position following

the previous dot in successive time periods. After eight scans of

the thunderstorm, the display would show a walking-dot pattern of

eight dots.

For each CM subject, the target set consisted of three

walking-dot patterns that represented three different weather

phenomena. The CM distractor set also included three walking-dot

patterns that represented weather phenomena. The combined sets

created a single set of six weather patterns. Targets and

distractors were selected at random from the combined set in the

VM condition. Stimuli that served as targets and distractors for
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one CM subject served as distractors and targets, respectively,

for an additional CM subject. Therefore, three different

target/distractor and distractor/target sets were employed in CM

conditions across the experiment. Each CM subject had a VM

counterpart that received the same six stimuli as targets or

distractors across trials. The same weather patterns therefore

served as targets/distractors in both CM and VM conditions. All

stimuli had apparent motion characteristics and varied in both

distance between successive dots and in intensity to create a

walking-dot pattern. This experiment employed the same pattern

stimuli used in the Lawless and Eggemeier (1990) work.

Proceur . Subjects participated in five training sessions

across five days of training. Each session included five blocks

of 32 training trials, for a total of 160 trials per session and

800 total acquisition trials. Subjects were given the opportunity

for a short break after each block of 32 trials.

Six subjects were assigned to the CM group and six to the VM

group. All subjects were asked to maintain a minimum accuracy

level of 75% while attempting to detect target patterns as

rapidly as possible.

Each trial began with the presentation of a target pattern

to the subject. Subjects were permitted to view the target

display as long as they wished, and terminated the display by

pressing the button on the mouse interface. This target display

showed the physical characteristics of the target pattern,

including the separation of target elements and the pattern of

movement. However, the target display did not illustrate the

randomly selected heading of the target as it was to appear on

the subsequent search display. This information was omitted to

ensure that target heading was not used as a search cue, leaving

only target characteristics as cues.
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The target display was replaced by a search display that

consisted of an outline of a map of the state of Ohio, and the

target and two distractor walking-dot patterns. Target and

distractor patterns were presented at random locations within the

outline of the map of Ohio. The time required by the subjbct to

identify the target pattern through use of the mouse interface

was recorded as one dependent variable. This response time was

the time between the appearance of the first dot in the target

and the correct selection of the target by the subject using the

mouse interface. This time was recorded in units that

approximated real time and that were consistent across

experimental conditions.

In addition to response time, false alarms were recorded. A

false alarm occurred when a subject superimposed the cursor on

one of the distractor patterns and depressed the response button.

Response times were collected only for correct target

identifications or so-called "hits." If a subject failed to find

the target in 40 seconds, the trial was recorded as a miss.

Because there was a target pattern present on each trial, there

were no correct rejections.

Several different types of feedback were provided to the

subjects. On trials in which a hit occurred, the trial ended and

a message which indicated that the target had been successfully

identified was displayed. If the subject failed to find the

target in the 40-second time period, the trial ended

automatically and the target was highlighted. The highlighting

consisted of a box around the target and was provided to show the

subject the target that had been missed. If the subject

identified a distractor pattern as the target during a trial, a

false alarm message was displayed; and, if time permitted, the

trial continued.

Additional feedback was provided for the subject at the end

of every block of eight trials. This feedback consisted of mean
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response time for hits, the number of misses, the total number of

false alarms, and the percent accuracy for that block of trials.

The percent accuracy measure was based on the number of trials in

which no error (i.e., a false alarm or a miss) had occurred.

In addition to block summary feedback, mean response time

and percent accuracy feedback for the preceding session were

providad to subjects at the beginning of the second through the

fifth training sessions.

Desig . Two independent variables were included in the

design: (a) target/distractor mapping, and (b) training sessions.

Target/distractor mapping was either CM or VM, and represented a

between-subjects variable. Each group completed five sessions of

training trials across the five days of training.

Resoonse Time. Mean response time to detect the target

pattern as a function of CM/VM condition and training session is

shown in Figure 5. The means presented in Figure 5 are based on

errorless trials in which no false alarms occurred. As depicted

in the figure, both CM/VM condition and sessions had an effect on

response time. Although CM response times were initially higher

than those of the VM condition, the CM group demonstrated a

consistent advantage over the VM group during Sessions 2 through

5. Another notable aspect of the data depicted in the figure is

the tendency for both groups to improve over all five acquisition

sessions. It appears that neither group had reached a stable

level of performance at the conclusion of training, and therefore

further improvements might have been obtained with additional

training sessions.

A 2-x-5 ANOVA was performed on the response time data to

analyze the effects of mapping condition (CM vs VM) and training

session (1-5). Mapping condition was a between-subjects variable,
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whereas training session was a within-subjects variable. This

analysis indicated that though the main effect of training

session [E(4,40) = 69.95, p \.001-j was significant, the main

effect of mapping condition [E(1,10) = 0.04, p >.05] was not. In

addition, the analysis showed that the interaction of CM/VM and

training session [E(4,40) = 4.05, Q <.01) was significant. The

failure of the CM/VM main effect to reach significance indicates

that overall, the mapping condition variable failed to reliably

affect response time in this task. Therefore, although CM

performance did demonstrate an advantage over VM performance

across the final four sessions of training, this advantage was

not reliable.

Tests of simple main effects of mapping condition were

conducted at each session to further investigate the reliable

CM/VM x training session interaction. These tests also failed to

demonstrate any reliable effect of mapping condition, suggesting

that the interaction reflects the previously noted reversal in

performance trpnds in the CM and VM conditions that occurred

across trainin7 Passions.

In addition to analyses of mean response time, the

variability of response time was also analyzed to determine if

there were differences between mapping conditions as a function

of this aspect of performance. As noted above, CM performance

tends to be less variable than VM performance, and this could

represent an important dimension in a task, such as the weather

search, that requires rapid identification of critical patterns.

Figure 6 shows mean standard deviation of response time as a

function of mapping condition and training session. As is clear

from the figure, CM performance was once again poorer than VM

performance over the initial sessions of training. However, by

Session 3, CM performance was less variable than VM performance,

and it maintained this advantage during the remainder of the

training sessions.
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A 2-x-5 ANOVA was performed on the response time standard

deviation data to analyze the effacts of CM ve W! "and

training sessions (1-5). This analysis demonstrated a significant

main effect of training session [E(4,40) = 49.48, D <.001), but

failed to show a significant effect of mapping condition [E(1,10)

= 0.04, p >.05]. The analysis also showed that the CM/VM x

training session interaction was significant LE(4,40) = 4.74, D

<.01]. Tests of simple effects of mapping condition were

conducted at each session to further investigate the reliable

CM/VM x training session interaction. These ANOVAs also failed to

demonstrate any significant effect of mapping condition. This

pattern indicates that the reliable interaction reflected the

previously described reversal in reaction time variability that

occurred in the CM versus the VM conditions across the five

training sessions.

The results of this analysis therefore parallel those of the

mean response time analysis and indicate that even though the CM

group demonstrated a consistent advantage over the VM group

during the latter stages of training, there was no reliable

effect of mapping condition on performance. Once again, a high

degree of learning was exhibited in both mapping conditions as

training sessions progressed.

Accuracy of Resoondin . Figure 7 shows mean percent correct

responses as a function of CM/VM group and training session. The

means illustrated in Figure 7 are based on trials in which no

error (i.e., false alarm, miss) occurred. As is clear from the

figure, response accuracy improved considerably after Session 1,

and was consistently high in both CM and VM groups. Differences

between these groups were minimal.

A 2-x-5 ANOVA comparable to that performed on the reaction

time data was conducted on the accuracy data. This analysis

demonstrated no main effect of mapping condition [E(1,10) = 0.02,

D >.05); a significant main effect of training session [E(4,40)
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24.49, 2 <.001]; and no interaction of mapping condition x

training session [f(4,40) = 0.59, p >.05]. The main effect of

training session indicates that the trend for increased accuracy

in both mapping groups, which is apparent in Figure 7 is

significant. The failure to find significant CM versus VM

differences indicates that there were no reliable differences in

accuracy of performance as a function of mapping condition. An

additional ANOVA performed with a response accuracy data base

that included trials on which false alarms occurred also failed
to demonstrate any reliable effect of mapping condition on the

number of correct responses.

In addition to percent correct responses, the mean false

alarms per trial were computed as an index of response accuracy,

and are illustrated as a function of mapping condition and

training session in Figure 8. As is clear from the figure. the

mean false alarms per trial were minimal in both CM and VM

conditions, and tended to remain relatively stable in both groups

after the initial acquisition sessions.

A 2-x-5 ANOVA that examined the effects of mapping condition

and training sessions on the false alarm data indicated that once

again, the main effect of training sessions [E(4,40) = 20.15, p

<.001] was significant and that the main effect of mapping

condition [E(1,10) = .02, p >.05] was not. The mapping-condition-

x-training-session interaction [E(4,40) = 0.72, p >.05] also

failed to demonstrate significance.

The results of this experiment indicate that although the

CM condition exhibited a response time advantage over the VM

condition during the latter sessions of training, the differences

in performance were not reliable. Therefore, the present results

do not indicate that automatic processing had developed in the CM
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condition. The demonstration of a response time advantage in the

present study is consistent with the results of Lawless and
Eggemeier (1990), who also reported nonsignificant CM advantages

in response time variability and accuracy as well. The similarity
in results between this study and those of Lawless and Eggemeier
(1990.) suggests that the presence of background noise was not the
principal factor in the failure to demonstrate CM-VM differences

in the latter experiment.

There are a number of potential reasons for the failure to
demonstrate CM-VM differences in the present experiment. One

possiole difficulty relates to the relatively few number of

acquisition trials (800) used. As discussed earlier, automatic
processing can take thousands of training trials to develop.
Because it does not appear that stable levels of performance had
been achieved on the response time measure at the conclusion of
the current training sessions, it is possible that more extensive
training would have provided evidence of automatic processing in

the CM group.

A second set of factors that may have precluded the
demonstration of CM-VM differences concerns the multi-stage

nature and complexity of the weather pattern search task. The
present task, for instance, required that subjects search for

target patterns within a relatively large area on a CRT screen

that was bounded by the outline of the state of Ohio. The search
process involved in this task was therefore more complex and
potentially more variable than the search processes typically

associated with laboratory paradigms, where the boundary of
search is usually restricted to a much more circumscribed area

than that used here. It is typical in laboratory paradigms, for
instance, to provide a fixation cue to direct the subject's

attention to a limited search area, and then to provide a number
of display alternatives in close proximity to one another as the
search set. The search area associated with the current task was
much larger than the usual laboratory norm, and was quite
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possibly associated with more complex search strategies that

could have added considerable variability to performance and may

have contributed to the inability to detect reliable CM-VM

differences.

Likewise, the response requirements of the current task were

considerably more complex and potentially more variable than

those associated with most laboratory paradigms used to

investigate automatic processing. The majority of these paradigms

use a relatively simple discrete response such as a button press

for subjects to indicate that a target has been identified. The

requirement to coordinate the movement of the cursor with that of

the mouse interface, and the continuous nature of the response in

the present paradigm, imposed heavier motor control demands on

subjects than those of the typical paradigm. Once again, the

potentially high variability associated with this component of

the weather search task constitutes a possible factor in the

inability to demonstrate CM-VM differences.

A third possible factor in the failure to demonstrate

differences in CM vs VM performance is the complex nature of the

dynamic weather pattern stimuli used. Although the results of

Experiment 1 and previously reported data concerning static

spatial patterns (Eggemeier et al., 1990) indicate that automatic

processing can be established with such patterns, it is possible

that the complex nature of the dynamic spatial patterns used here

either precludes the development of such processing or slows it

considerably.

One approach to gaining a possibly more straightforward

evaluation of the capability to develop automatic processing with

dynamic spatial pattern information would be to examine the

effect of extensive training on performance in a paradigm that

reduced the levels of search and response load present here.

Experiment 3 was therefore conducted to evaluate the development

of automaticity with dynamic spatial patterns in such a paradigm.
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Experiment 3
Devolooment of Automatic Processing in a Memory/Visual Search

Task Requiring the Processing o Comp_•
Sgatial Pattern Information

PurlQQo

The results of Experiment 2 failed to demonstrate

significant differences between CM and VM search conditions

within the weather pattern search task used. As discussed above,

the weather pattern search task is quite complex, and involves

both a more intricate search process and a more complex method of

responding than has been the case in most laboratory

investigations of automatic processing. In the failure to find

significant CM-VM performance differences, one possible factor

outlined previously is the variability in performance that could

be associated with the complex search and response requirements

of the weather search paradigm.

The present experiment investigated the effect of extensive

practice on performance in a memory/visual search paradigm with a

set of dynamic spatial patterns similar to those used during

Experiment 2. Six of the eight dynamic spatial patterns used in

Experiment 2 were also used in this experiment.

A number of changes were introduced into the procedure for

the present experiment to reduce the search and response

requirements present in the weather search paradigm. First, a

combined memory search/visual search paradigm was implemented.

This paradigm included sequential presentation of memory set

patterns, followed by a search display divided into quadrants. In

the present experiment, a target and distractor pattern appeared

in each of two quadrant elements, thereby reducing search

requirements from the entire area bounded by the shape of the

state of Ohio to the two relevant elements of the quadrant.
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Response requirements were reduced by requiring subjects to make

a discrete key press to indicate the element of the quadrant in

which the target had appeared.

Some procedural differences in presentation of the patterns

were also implemented to facilitate the capability of subjects to

study and respond to the patterns. First, instead of permitting

the pattern to grow into its final format with progressive

additions of individual elements as in Experiment 2, the total

pattern with its apparent motion characteristics was presented

for study by the subject and eventual testing. Also, although

different orientations of patterns were presented across trials,

the memory set pattern and subsequent test pattern were presented

in the same orientation.

Method

Sje . Sixteen University of Dayton students

participated as subjects in this experiment. Subjects were paid

$4.00 per hour for their participation, plus a $1.00 per hour

bonus for appearing on time for each scheduled training session.

Apaatus. Macintosh IIx computers with extended keyboards

were used to present the stimuli, record subject responses, and

control the experiment. A high-resolution 19-inch PCPC color

monitor presented the target and distractor stimuli. Subjects

used the computer keyboard to provide responses.

The stimulus presentation and response system had been

programmed in Smalltalk 80 programming language by Systems

Research Laboratories, Inc. under contract with AFHRL.

Stmuli. Stimuli represented the same type of weather
phenomena (e.g., severe thunderstorm, tornado) that had been

researched in Experiment 2, and consisted of multi-element dot

patterns with apparent motion characteristics.
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Each walking-dot pattern was a set of dots that included

from 3 to 8 elements. Both targets and distractors had apparent

motion characteristics that varied along several dimensions. One

such dimension concerned the separation between successive dots.

This separation varied between patterns with relatively large

levels of separation representing rapid movement of a target, or

relatively little separation indicating a near-stationary target.

The heading or direction of apparent movement of the pattern was

also varied at random. The intensity of a target was indicated by

the apparent brightness of a dot or dots in the pattern. Apparent

brightness was created by adding a row of pixels to the

particular dot or dots. Each pattern had a fixed brightness

level.

For each CM subject, the target set consisted of four

walking-dot patterns intended to represent the type of weather

phenomena simulated in Experiment 2. The CM distractor set also

included four walking-dot patterns representative of weather

phenomena. The combined sets created a single set of eight

weather patterns. Targets and distractors were selected at random

from the combined set in the VM condition. The same spatial

patterns therefore served as targets/distractcrs with both CM and

VM conditions. Stimuli that served as targets and distractors for

one CM subject served as distractors and targets, respectively,

for an additional CM subject. Therefore, four different

target/distractor and distractor/target sets were employed in CM

conditions across the experiment. All stimuli had apparent motion

characteristics and varied both in distance between dots and in

intensity to create walking-dot spatial patterns.

Pr-o•dure. Subjects participated in 12 training sessions

across 12 days of training. Each session included seven blocks of

20 training trials, for a total of 140 trials per session and

1,880 total acquisition trials.
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Eight subjects were assigned to the CM group and eight to

the VM group. All subjects were asked to maintain a minimum

accuracy level of 90% while attempting to identify the target as

rapidly as possible.

Each trial began with the presentation of a memory set to

the subject. Memory set size varied from one to four patterns

within blocks of trials. Each memory set pattern was presented

individually in the center of a square that was 10 mm on a side.

The complete pattern was presented for subjects to study;

therefore, patterns did not exhibit the growth characteristics

over time that were present in the patterns used during

Experiment 2. The presentation of weather patterns in the memory

set was sequential, and each pattern was numbered in accordance

with its sequence of presentation on a particular trial. Subjects

were permitted to study each pattern for a maximum of 10 seconds.

The presentation of a pattern could also be terminated by the

subject by pressing the return key on the keyboard. The memory

set display demonstrated the physical characterimtics of the

target pattern, including the separation of target elements and

the pattern of movement.

The final pattern in the memory set was replaced with a

search display divided into quadrants that were 10 mm on a side.

This quadrant set was presented in the center of the CRT screen.

Search display size was held constant at two patterns, and these

appeared in the top two quadrants of the search display. Each

search display included one of the memory set items as a target

pattern in one of the upper two quadrants, and a nontarget or

distractor pattern in the other upper quadrant. As was the case

with the memory set display, the complete pattern was presented

to the subject and patterns did not exhibit growth

characteristics. The quadrant in which the target appeared was

chosen at random on a trial-by-trial basis.
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Subjects responded by depressing the button on the extended

keyboard that corresponded to the quadrant in which the target

pattern was displayed. The "7" and "9" keys on the numeric keypad

were relabeled "I" and "2" respectively, to correspond with the

numbers that appeared in the corner of each relevant quadrant.

The time required by the subject to identify the target pattern

by depressing the appropriate key was recorded. This reaction

time was the time between the appearance of the target/distra'-tor

patterns and the selection of a quadrant by the subject. This
time was recorded in units that approximated real time, and that

were consistent across experimental conditions.

Each trial ended with the selection of a quadrant by the

subject or after a period of 10 seconds, whichever occurred

first. If the correct quadrant was chosen by the subject, a

message to that effect appeared on the screen with the

instruction for the subject to depress the return key to continue

with the next trial. If the incorrect quadrant was chosen, a

message to that effect was presented and the subject was

instructed to depress the return key to continue. The number of

correct and incorrect trials was also recorded.

Several different types of feedback were provided to the

subjects. In addition to a message concerning whether the

response on each trial had been correct or incorrect, summary

feedback was provided for the subject at the end of every block

of 20 trials. This feedback consisted of mean response time for

correct responses and the percent correct for that block of

trials.

In addition to block summary feedback, mean response time

and percent accuracy feedback for the preceding session were

presented to subjects at the beginning of the second through

twelfth training sessions.
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DJAgn. Three independent variables were included in the

design: (a) target/distractor mapping, (b) memory set size, and

(c) training sessions. Target/distractor mapping was either CM or

VM, and represented a between-subjects variable. Memory set size

varied from one to four patterns and was manipulated within

blocks of trials. Each group completed 12 sessions of training

trials across the 12 days of training.

Result

Reaction Time. Mean reaction time to identify the target

pattern as a function of CM/VM condition and training sessions is

shown in Figure 9. The means presented in Figure 9 are based on

trials in which the correct response was made. As depicted in the

figure, both CM/VM condition and training sessions had

substantial effects on response time. CM performance was superior

to VM performance across training sessions, but both mapping

conditions demonstrated considerable improvements in performance

as training progressed.

A 2-x-4-x-12 ANOVA was performed on the reaction time data

to analyze the effects of mapping condition (CM versus VM),

memory set size (1-4), and training session (1-12). Mapping

condition was a between-subjects variable, whereas memory set

size and training sessions were within-subjects variables. This

analysis indicated that the main effects of mapping condition

[E(1,14) = 15.05, ) <.005], training sessions [E(11,154) =

103.10, g <.001], and memory set size [E(3,42) = 76.99, g <.001]

were significant. In addition, the analysis showed that the CM/VM

x memory set interaction [E(3,42) = 6.21, g <.01], the training-

sessions-x-memory-set interaction [E(33,462) = 5.77, a <.001],

and the CM/VM-x-memory-set-x-trainlng-sessions interaction

[E(33,462) = 2.33, g <.001] were reliable.

As discussed previously, a criterion that can be used in a

memory search paradigm to assess the development of automatic
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processing concerns a greater reduction in the effect of memory

set size on performance in the CM relative to the VM condition as

training progresses. The significant CM/VM-x-memory-set-x-

training-sessions interaction reported above is consistent with

the presence of - differential effect of memory set size on CM

and VM performance as a function of training. Figure 10

illustrates the effect of memory set size on reaction time in the

CM and VM groups for both the first and last sessions of

training. As illustrated, memory set size had a substantial

effect on both CM and VM performance during the first training

session. By the end of training, however, the effect of memory

set on reaction time had been markedly attenuated in the CM group

relative to the VM group.

Following the significant CM/VM-x-memory-set-x-training-

session interaction, tests of simple effects of memory set on

performance within the CM group and within the VM group were

conducted on the Session 1 data to assess the effect of memory

set on reaction time at the beginning of training. This analysis

showed that there was a significant effect of memory set within

both the CM [E(3,42)= 17.76, g <.001] and VM [E(3,42) = 11.01, g

<.001] conditions. A Tukey-A post-hoc multiple comparison test

indicated that within the CM group, the reaction times associated

with memory set size one differed reliably (p <.05) from all

other memory set sizes. The same pattern of results was obtained

in an application of the Tukey-A procedure to the Session I VM

group data. Memory set size therefore had similar effects on

reaction time performance in both the CM and VM groups during the

initial training session.

Comparable tests of simple effects were also conducted to

assess the effect of memory set size on CM and VM reaction time

performance during Session 12. These analyses indicated that

memory set continued to reliably affect both CM [E(3,42)= 3.13, 1

<.05] and VM [E(3,42) = 44.10, p <.001] performance during the

last session of training. A Tukey-A multiple comparison test
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showed that within the CM group, reaction times associated with

memory sets of three patterns differed significantly from those

that included one pattern. Within the VM group, however, a Tukey-

A test demonstrated that reaction times of memory set size one

were significantly different from those associated with all other

memory set conditions, and that memory sets which included three

patterns produced reliably higher reaction times than those which

included two patterns. The results of these analyses therefore

confirm the trends noted in Figure 10, and indicate that with
practice, the effects of memory set size were attenuated more

substantially within the CM condition than within the VM

condition.

The slopes of the functions depicted in Figure 10 were

computed to further characterize the effect of memory set on

reaction time. Within the CM condition, the slope of the Session

1 function was .37 second, while the slope of the Session 12

function was .04 second. In the VM group, on the other hand, the

slope of the Session 1 function was .29 second, and was reduced

to .16 second by Session 12. At the conclusion of training

therefore, the slope of the VM function was four times as great

as the slope for the CM function. These differences between CM

and VM performance are therefore also consistent with the

development of automatic processing in the CM group.

Accuracy of Resaondin . Figure 11 shows mean percent

correct responses as a function of mapping condition and training

session. As can be seen in the figure, response accuracy was

consistently high in both CM and VM groups and differences

between these groups were minimal.

A 2-x-4-x-12 ANOVA comparable to that performed on the

reaction time data was conducted on the percent correct

responses. This analysis demonstrated that the main effect of

mapping condition [E(1,14) = 2.48, p >.05] was not significant,

and also showed that the main effects of memory set size [E(3,42)
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40.26, g <.001] and training session [E(11,154) = 4.82, 1

<.001] were significant. The results of the analysis also showed

that the CM/VM x training session interaction [E(11,154) = 3.01,

P <.005], the CM/VM x memory-set interaction [E(3,42) = 9.56, p

<.001], the training session x memory-set interaction [E(33,462)

1.90, C <.005] were reliable. The CM/VM-x-memory-set-x-

training-sessions interaction CE(33,462) = 1.38, p <.10]

approached but did not achieve significance. The failure to find

a significant main effect of mapping condition indicates that

overall, there were no reliable differences in accuracy of

performance associated with the CM versus the VM group.

Figure 12 shows mean percent correct as a function of

mapping condition in the first and last sessions of training. As

is clear from the figure, the CM group showed higher levels of

performance than the VM group in Session 1, and increases in

memory set size were generally associated with decrements in

performance within both groups. At memory set sizes of three and

four patterns, Session 12 CM performance improved relative to

Session 1 CM performance and was superior to Session 12 VM

performance. Session 12 CM performance did, however, show some

deterioration relative to both Session 1 CM performance and

Session 12 VM performance at the lower two memory set sizes.

A 4-x-2 ANOVA was performed on the CM data illustrated in

Figure 12 to analyze the effects of memory set size during the

first and last sessions of training. This analysis was performed

to investigate the possibility that a speed-accuracy tradeoff

could account for the attenuation in CM memory set effects that

occurred from Session 1 to Session 12. The ANOVA indicated that

the main effect of sessions was not significant [E(1,14) = 0.18,

p >.05], but that the main effect of memory set [E(3,42) = 4.40,

p2 <.01] and the session x memory set interaction [E(3,42) = 2.90,

p <.05] were reliable. To further investigate the significant

interaction, tests of simple main effects of session were

conducted within each memory set size. These tests indicated that
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the only reliable effect of sccsions was at memory set size two

[.E(1,14) = 7.03, p <.02]. This latter effect indicates that the

decrement in CM Session 12 performance relative to Session 1

performance was significant, and suggests that a speed-accuracy

tradeoff cannot be ruled out as the basis of reaction time

improvements at memory set size two within the CM condition.

However, since a speed-accuracy tradeoff does not appear to

,epresent a viable explanation of reaction time reductions at the

remaining memory set sizes, the overall pattern of the accuracy

data is consistent with the development of some level of

automatic processing within the CM condition.

DiQnscuso

The results of the present experiment are consistent with

the development of automatic processing in the CM mapping

condition. Overall, CM performance was more rapid and accurate

than VM performance. Also, the effect of memory set size on

reaction-time performanca was attenuated to a greater degree with

practice in the CM condition than in the VM condition.

The current results indicate that dynamic spatial patterns

of the type that must be processed by operators of C2 systems can

"be automatized, and suggest that the failure to demonstrate

automatic processing in Experiment 2 and in the Lawless and

Eggemeier (1990) research cannot be solely attributed to an

inability of subjects to develop automatic processing with this

type of material.

The present experiment manipulated memory load and

maintained display load at a low level. Experiment 2 and the

Lawless and Eggemeier (1990) experiment can be most appropriately

classified as a visual search paradigm, and it is therefore

important that future research examine the effect of

manipulations in display load in the present paradigm. Such
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research would provide additional data bearing on the issue of

the capability to develop automatic processing with dynamic

spatial pattern information in a paradigm that closely parallels

the demands of some C2 systems.

Experiment 4
Development of Automatic Processing in a Task

Reauiring the Processing of Comolex Alphanumeric Rule-Based
Informatio~

In addition to the spatial pattern infoýmation investigated

in Experiments 1-3, some Air Force C2 systems require the

operator to rapidly process complex alphanumeric information in

the form of the rule-based type of task discussed above. As noted

earlier, these rules consist of the conjunction of an acron) r, or

sequence of letters that stands for a system para:. 1-,t er and a

range of numerical values associated with that parameter.

Although the capability to automatize the processing of such

rule-based alphanumeric information is of great potential

importance to operators of C2 systems, little information is

avai able in the current literature 4.o address automatic

processing of such complex alphanumeric materials.

Therefore, the purpose of Experiment 4 was to investigate

the effect of training under a CM condition ano under a variant

of a VM condition on performance with this second type of

information that most be processed by Air Force system operators.

This expariment employed the same memory search paradigm as that

used in Ex,,eriment 1. As indicated previously, this type of

memory search is a componen. of many operator tasks in air

weapons control and event detection systems, and requires rapid

and accurate responding.
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The memory search task in triq experiment used target and

distractor sets which consisted of complex alphanumeric rules

that included both a three-letter sequence (e.g., SNK, GLX) and a

range of numerical values (e.g., 45-55, 25-35) associated with a

particular letter sequence. For example, one rule might take the

form of "SNK 45-55," while a second rule could be of the form

"GLX 25-35." These rules were the items that appeared in the

memory set, and a probe item consisted of a single conjunction of

a letter sequence and numerical value that either represented an

exemplar of the rule or did not. For example, the probe item "SNK

47" would represent an exemplar of SNK 45-55, in that the

numerical value 47 falls within the specified range for SNK,

whereas "SNK 37" would not represent an exemplar of the rule, as

the numerical value falls outside the specified range for SNK.

Both CM and VM conditions were included in the experiment.

Under CM conditions, certain rules and their associated exemplars

remained targets throughout training for an individual subject,

whereas exemplars of other rules served as distractors across

training sessions. In the VM condition, rules and their

associated exemplars alternated as either targets or distractors

across training trials.

it is important to note at this point that there are several

levels of consistency within the present rule-based task. One

level concerns the association between a rule and its exemplars.

With the "SNK 45-55" rule discussed above, for instance, a

certain set of exemplars (e.g., SNK 47, SNK 49, SNK 51) are

consistently mapped to that rule. To correctly respond to a test

exemplar, it is necessary that the exemplar be associated with

the appropriate rule. One important aspect of skill acquisition

in this task is therefore to associate a set of exemplars with

the corresponding rule. Because the mapping of exemplars to rules

did not change from trial to trial, this portion of the present

task was consistent for both the CM and VM groups. As a
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consequence, considerable improvements in perfcrmance were

expected with training in the VM group within this paradigm.

A second level of consistency in this task concerns the

roles played by the rules and their exemplars across training

trials. Under consistent conditions, a rule and its exemplar can

remain a target for an individual subject across training,

whereas under inconsistent or variably mapped conditions, a

particular rule can serve as either a target or distractor across
acquisition trials. The present CM and VM groups differed at this

level of consistency within the task, and any CM-VM differences

thet resulted with training would therefore reflect the effect of

this level of consistency on performance.

Given the different levels of consistency that can be

identified in this task, it should be noted that the present VM

condition was consistent at one level, but inconsistent or

variably mapped at a second level. The current VM condition is

therefore a hybrid, and does not represent a pure VM condition. A

pure VM condition would require that the consistency of

association of particular exemplars to particular rules b"

eliminated across training, and would be implemented by randomly

assigning system parameter designators to associated numerical

values on a trial-by-trial basis during the course of training.

The different levels of consistency present in this task

reflect its complexity, and mirror the same type of differences

expected to be present in real-world tasks. This rule-based task

was therefore considered ideal to meet the objectives of the

current program, and this initial experiment with the rule-based

task was designed to compare the effects of training on CM and

hybrid VM performance levels.
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Method

aubjec. Subjects were 16 University of Dayton students,

paid $4.00 per hour for their participation. In addition to this

base rate of pay, subjects were awarded a bonus payment of $1.00

per hour for appearing on time for each scheduled experimental

session.

Apparatus. The experiment was controlled with a Zenith Data

Systems 248 computer. The computer presented stimuli, controlled

the timing of stimulus presentation, collected subject responses,

and presented visual feedback at the completion of each trial and

session. Subjects viewed alphanumeric stimuli on a Zenith ZCM-

1490 high-resolution color monitor. Responses were made on the

arrow keys located in the lower right-hand corner of a standard

expanded IBM-compatible keyboard.

Prour . Subjects performed a memory search task similar

to the Sternberg (1966) paradigm. On each trial, a memory set of

one to three alphanumeric rules was presented on the computer CRT

screen. These rules remained on the screen until the subject

pressed a designated key on a computer keyboard. When the key was

pressed, a 4.5 mm x 4.3 mm fixation cross appeared in the middle

of the screen for 500 ms. The fixation cross was replaced by a

single test item displayed for a maximum of 2 seconds or until

the subject responded.

Subjects were instructed to determine if the test item

represented an exemplar of any of the previously presented rules.

Subjects responded "yes" or "no" by pressing with their preferred

hand a labeled response button on the keyboard. One-half of the

target stimuli in each block of trials constituted exemplars of

memory set rules; the other stimuli did not. Measures of both

reaction time and response accuracy were recorded. Each subject

was instructed to respond as rapidly as possible while
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maintaining an accuracy level of 90X or higher within each

session.

Visual feedback was provided to subjects at the completion

of each trial. After each trial, an incorrect response was

followed by a "Wrong Response" message. A correct response was

followed by a "Correct Response" message and the reaction time

for that trial.

Summary feedback was provided at the completion of each

block of trials. This feedback provided reaction time and

accuracy performance levels from the trial block that had just

been completed. In addition to feedback at the completion of a

block, summary feedback concerning mean reaction times and

accuracy levels was provided to subjects at the completion of

each session. A written tally of mean reaction time and accuracy

levels across sessions was maintained to aid subjects in tracking

their progress throughout the course of training.

Subjects participated in the experiment for a total of 4

days. Four training sessions, which consisted of 10 blocks of 20

trials each, were completed each day. This resulted in 800

training trials each day and a total of 16 sessions of 3,200

training trials for the entire experiment.

Stimulus Materials. Each alphanumeric rule consisted of a

three-letter sequence associated with a range of numerical

values. These rules were intended to represent one type of

complex alphanumeric information processed by operators of

certain Air Force systems. As noted above, these systems require

the operator to rapidly and accurately process alphanumeric rules

associated with particular system parameters.

Two sets of letter sequences composed of four stimuli each

were chosen from the 50% association value letter sequences in

the Underwood and Schultz (1960) norms. Sequences in each set
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were chosen to be highly distinguishable from one another, such

that no sequence included a letter that appeared in the same

serial position in another sequence. Therefore, the first,

second, and third letter of each sequence differed from the

letters in the corresponding serial position in the other

sequences. These sets of sequences were chosen to minimize any

similarity or potential confusability between the letter

sequences intended to represent the type of codes used for system

parameters in C2 systems.

Each of these sets of letter sequences was paired with two

numerical ranges to develop two alphanumeric rules for each

letter sequence. For example, the letter sequence DXR was paired

with the numerical ranges of 15-25 and 25-35 to form two rules

(i.e., DXR 15-25, DXR 25-35) that used the same letter designator

and which demonstrated minimal overlap in their numerical values.

Four pairs of such rules were developed for one rule set

designated "A", and four additional pairs were developed for a

second rule set designated "B". One-half of the subjects were

trained with the rule set A, and the remaining subjects were

trained with set B.

Two sets of positive exemplars (targets) and two sets of

negative exemplars (distractors) were specified for each rule.

Each exemplar set included five numerical values. For positive

exemplars, each value fell within the specified range for the

rule. For negative exemplars, on the other hand, each value fell

either above or below the specified range for the rule. One set

of positive exemplars contained only even numbers, while the

alternate set included odd numbers. The same was true of the

negative exemplar sets.

Exemplar sets for rules bearing the same letter sequence

were constructed such that there was overlap between the positive

exemplars of one rule and the negative exemplars of the other

rule. For example, DXR 18 represented a positive exemplar for the
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rule "DXR 15-25," and a negative exemplar for the rule "DXR 25-

35." Positive and negative exemplar sets were constructed such

that four items in the positive set for one rule were represented

in the negative set for the corresponding rule that shared the

same letter designator, and vice versa. Appendix B includes an

example of a complete rule set.

The memory sets for subjects in the CM group included only

one of the two rules from each pair that shared a common letter

sequence designator. CM subjects could therefore consistently

respond to any individual exemplar. For a subject whose memory

set contained the rule "DXR-25," for instance, a positive

response was always appropriate for the exemplar "DXR 18," and a

negative response was always appropriate for the exemplar "DXR

28." VM subjects, on the other hand, received both rules that

shared a common letter designator on different trials. For these

subjects, a positive response to "DXR 18" was correct if the

memory set had included the "DXR 15-25" rule, but was incorrect

if the memory set had included the "DXR 25-35" rule on that

particular trial. It is important to note that both CM and VM

subjects dealt with the same number of rules across the course of

training, with the principal difference being that the VM

subjects had each rule explicitly stated in the memory set on

different trials. In essence, CM subjects had to learn to respond

positively to exemplars of "DXR 15-25" and negatively to

exemplars of "DXR 25-35," even though the latter never explicitly

appeared in the memory set. VM subjects also dealt with both of

these rules, but had them explicitly presented in the memory set

on different trials.

Three major independent variables were included in the

design: (a) target/distractor mapping, (b) memory set size, and

(c) training sessions. Target/distractor mapping was either CM or

VM, and represented a between-subjects variable. Eight subjects
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were assigned to the CM group and eight subjects to the VM group.

In the CM condition, one member of each pair of rules sharing a

common letter designator served as targets throughout training

for an individual subject. Negative exemplars were drawn from a

designated set of exemplars which represented the alternate rule

that shared the common letter designator. In the VM condition,

exemplars of rules that shared a common letter designator served

as both targets and distractors across blocks of trials. Memory

set size was manipulated within blocks of trials in each group,

and consisted of one to three sequences. Each group completed 16

sessions of practice trials across the 4 days of training.

Results

Reaction Time. Mean reaction time to test stimuli as a

function of CM/VM condition and training sessions is illustrated

in Figure 13. The means presented in Figure 13 are based on

correct responses. As depicted in the figure, training sessions

had an effect on reaction time in both stimulus mapping groups

and it is clear that there was substantial improvement in

reaction time in both groups. Beginning with Session 10, reaction

times were consistently lower in the CM group than in the VM

group, but improved as a function of training in both groups.

A 2-x-3-x-16 ANOVA was performed on the reaction time data

to analyze the effects of mapping condition (CM versus VM),

memory set size (1-3), and training session (1-16). Mapping

condition was a between-subjects variable in this analysis,

whereas memory set size and training session were within-subjects

variables. This analysis indicated that the main effects of

memory set size [E(2,28) = 192.22, D <.001], and training

sessions [E(15,210) = 79.98, D <.001] were significant. The main

effect of mapping condition [E(1,14) = 0.07, R >.05], however,

failed to reach significance. In addition, the analysis showed

that the interaction of CM/VM and memory set [E(2,28) = 5.90, I

<.01], and the interaction of CM/VM with training sessions
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[E(15,210) = 2.59, p <.01] were also significant. All other

interactions were not reliable.

To further investigate the significant CM/VM x sessions

interaction, tests of simple main effects of CM vs VM were

conducted at each training session. These analyses failed to

demonstrate any significant effects of CM vs VM performance and

suggest that the significant interaction is attributable to the

pattern illustrated in Figure 13, in which CM reaction times

tended to be initially higher than VM reaction times but became

lower than VM times as training progressed. The tendency for CM

performance to exceed VM performance over the final stages of

training is illustrated in Figure 14, which shows mean CM and VM

reaction times over the training sessions on the last day of

practice. This figure not only illustrates the trend for CM

reaction times to be superior to VM reaction times at the

conclusion of training, but also demonstrates the relatively high

level of variability associated with VM performance.

Tests of simple main effects of CM/VM were also conducted at

each level of memory set size to investigate the significant

CM/VM x memory-set interaction. These analyses also failed to

demonstrate any reliable differences between mapping conditions.

The significant CM/VM x memory-set interaction is apparently due

to the trend for VM reaction times to be faster at memory set

size one and CM reaction times to be faster at memory set size

three. It should be noted that CM performance typically

demonstrates its greatest advantage at higher memory set sizes

within memory search paradigms (e.g. Eggemeier et al., 1990; Hale

& Eggemeier, 1990; Fisk & Schneider, 1983), and this trend is

therefore consistent with expectations concerning the effects of

the mapping variable on reaction time.

In addition to reaction time differences between the CM and

VM groups, a second criterion that can be applied to assess the

development of automatic processing is a greater reduction in the
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effect of task demand within the CM group versus the VM group.

Panel A of Figure 15 shows the effect of memory set size on

reaction time in the CM and VM groups for the first session of

training, and Panel B illustrates comparable functions for the

last session of training. As is clear from the figure, memory set

size had a substantial effect on both CM and VM performance

during the first training session. At the conclusion of training,

however, the effect of memory set on reaction time had been

attenuated in the CM group, while memory set size continued to

show a marked effect on VM group performance.

To characterize the effects of reductions in memory set

size on performance in each group, slopes of the functions

depicted in Figure 15 were computed. Within the CM group, the

slope of the Session 1 function was 384.5 ms, and the slope of

the Session 16 function was 91.5 ms. In the VM group, however,

the slope of the Session 1 function was 411.5 ms, and was reduced

to 170 ms by Session 16. At the conclusion of training,

therefore, the slope of the VM function was almost two times

larger than for the CM function. This type of CM-VM difference is

consistent with the development of some level of automatic

processing in the CM condition.

Figure 16 illustrates the mean standard deviation of

reaction time as a function of mapping condition and training

sessions. As can be seen in the figure, variability decreased in

both CM and VM groups across training sessions. Also, after an

initial disadvantage, the CM group tended to exhibit superior

performance over the last sessions of training on this dimension

as well.

A 2-x-3-x-16 ANOVA comparable to the mean reaction time

analysis was performed on the data illustrated in Figure 16. The

present analysis revealed that the main effects of memory set

size [E(2,28) = 96.85, g <.001] and training sessions [E(15,210)

41.28, p <.001] were significant. The main effect of mapping
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condition [E(1,14) = 0.11, D >.05] did not attain significance.

In addition, the analysis demonstrated that the interaction of

CM/VM and memory set [E(2,28) = 9.94, p <.01), the interaction of

CM/VM with training sessions [E(15,210) = 2.56, p <.01], and the

interaction of sessions and memory set [E(30,420) = 4.28,

p < .001) were significant. The three-way interaction was not

reliable.

The failure of the CM/VM main effect to reach significance

indicates that overall, the mapping condition variable failed to

reliably affect reaction times over the training sessions

included in this experiment. However, the noted trend for CM mean

reaction times and variability to be lower than comparable VM

times during the latter stages of training, and the differences

in the effect of memory set size on performance at the conclusion

of training, suggest that some characteristics of automatic

performance were beginning to develop in the CM group at the

conclusion of training- It should also be noted that with the

number of subjects used and the levels of inter-subject

variability associated with this relatively complex task, the

power assocIaLod with tests of between-subjects CM-VM treatment

effects was very low (0.05). Therefore, the capability to detect

overall CM-VM differences was quite restricted in the present

experiment.

AL-jr-acY of Responding. Figure 17 shows mean percent

correct responses as a function of CM/VM group and training

session. As is clear from the figure, responsg accuracy was

consiý,tei-tly high and approximated the 90% criterion level

required of the subjects.

A 2-x-3-x-16 ANOVA comparable to that performed on the

reaction time data was conducted on the percent correct

responses. Ihis aralysis demonstrated no main effect of mapping

condition ,c(1,14) = 0.88, Q >.05]; a significant main effect of

memory set size [E(2,28) = 27-81, 1 <.001); and a reliablc affect
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of training sessions [E(15,210) = 7.02, p <.001]. The CM/VM-x-

memory-set-x-sassions interaction [E(30,420) = 1.43, p <.07]

approached significance, but no other interactions were reliable.

The analysis of accuracy data therefore reflects the fact

that subjects in both the CM and VM conditions maintained

response accuracies that were very close to the criterion of 90%

correct performance set at the beginning of the experiment.

Performance in both conditions first improved and then tended to
decline to more closely approximate the 90% criterion level as

training sessions progressed. Feedback at the conclusion of each

trial block had emphasized that subjects should respond as

quickly as possible while maintaining at least a 90% accuracy

level, and the tendency to app, oximate these levels with training

probably represents the effects of this feedback. From the

standpoint of CM-VM performance differences, the accuracy results

provide no basis to infer that a speed-accuracy tradeoff that

might affect interpretation of the reaction time data was present

during the experiment.

Both CM and VM groups demonstrated substantial improvements
in performance over training sessions in this experiment. As

noted previously, the present rule task incorporates a number of

levels of consistency, and the current VM group actually

represented a hybrid condition in which consistency was present

at the rule-exemplar association level but was absent at the

level of target/distractor search. The CM condition incorporated

consistency at both levels. Because of the consistency present in

the hybrid VM condition, considerable learning was expected to

occur in this condition, as well as in the CM condition. This

proved to be the case.

The failure to demonstrate a main effect of CM-vs-VM

performance indicates that in this instance, the additional
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consistency present in the CM versus the VM conditions was not

sufficient to demonstrate overall -differences in performance

between the groups. However, as was discussed above, CM

performance was superior to VM performance during the latter

stages of training, and indices such as the slope of the memory

set-reaction time function suggested some characteristics of

automatic processing had begun to develop at the conclusion of

training.

It should be noted here that subjects that participated in

this experiment subsequently participated in a transfer

experiment, reported in the next section. Two sessions of pre-

transfer training were incorporated into the subsequent

experiment, and stronger evidence of automatic processing than

was present here was obtained during that additional training.

This suggests that a task as complex as the current one that also

incorporates consistencies at different levels may require more

training than the 3,200 acquisition trials provided here to

demonstrate reliable differences between a CM condition and a

hybrid VM condition.

General Discussion

The results of Experiments 1 and 3 support the capability of

subjects to develop some degree of automatic processing in tasks

which involve the processing of spatial information of the type

required in Air Force C2 systems.

Experiment I demonstrated differences in CM and VM

performance that were consistent with the development of

automaticity in the CM condition. Mean reaction time in the CM

condition was consistently lower than in the VM condition, and CM

performance was less affected by memory load than was VM

performance at the conclusion of training. The results of

Experiment 1 are therefore consistent with the earlier work of

Eggemeier et al. (1990), and indicate that category membership is
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not a limiting factor in the development of automatic processing

with static spatial patterns over the levels of training used

here.

As noted previously, Eggemeier et al. (1990) have

demonstrated that the discriminability of target and distractor

sets is a factor in the rate of development of characteristics of

automatic processing with alphanumeric materials. It was expected

that the discriminability of target and distractor sets in the

current study would be reduced relative to the levels present in

the earlier work of Eggemeier et al. (1990) that employed

categorized target and distractor sets. Therefore, the reduced

discriminability associated with the current target and

distractor sets might have been expected to have a substantial

impact on CM-vs-VM performance differences. Also, Eberts and

Schneider (1986) have discussed difficulties with

discriminability as a potential factor in their failure to obtain

strong evidence of automatic processing with dynamic spatial

patterns. The present results, however, indicate that the

reductions in discriminability in the current experiment relative

to the earlier categorized spatial pattern work did not preclude

the development of automatic processing over the same number of

training trials as used in the earlier study. This information is

of potential importance to C2 operator training applications

because, as noted above, differences in category membership and

associated high levels of discriminability between target and

distractor patterns cannot be guaranteed in actual C2 systems.

Evidence of automatic processing was also demonstrated in

Experiment 3, which dealt with dynamic spatial pattern

information similar to the type of spatial patterns that must be

processed by C2 operators. CM performance in this experiment was

more rapid than VM performance, and also demonstrated the

reduction in the effect of memory set size on performance that

characterizes automatic processing in a memory search task. The

results of Experiment 3 are significant, because they demonstrate
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that characteristics of automatic processing can be developed

under the memory search conditions employed. This in turn

indicates that the failure to demonstrate reliable CM-VM

differences in Experiment 2 and in the previous work reported by

Lawless and Eggemeier (1990) does not reflect a general limit on

the capability of subjects to develop automatic processing with

dynamic spatial pattern information.

As noted previously, there are a number of differences in

procedure between Experiments 2 and 3 that could potentially

account for the differences in results. These differences include

the reduced display search and response requirements associated

with Experiment 3. Also, both Experiment 2 and the Lawless and

Eggemeier (1990) study utilized a pure display search paradigm

while Experiment 3 used a combined memory/display search

paradigm. This latter difference may prove to be of particular

importance, and future research should therefore examine the

effect of training on performance under VM and CM conditions in a

pure visual search variant of the paradigm used in Experiment 3.

This research would provide some information concerning whether

visuml vs memory search represents a limiting factor in the

development of automatic Processing with the types of patterns

used in Experiment 3. This information would also be of potential

relevance to C2 training applications, because many of the

functions performed by C2 operators are of a visual search

nature.

Finally, although differences in CM and VM performance were

demonstrated at the conclusion of training in Experiment 4, the

results failed to produce reliable evidence of automatic

processing in the complex rule-based alphanumeric task

investigated. As discussed previously, the VM condition in this

task was actually a hybrid condition that included consistency at

one level of the task and inconsistency at another level. Because

automatic processing theory maintains that the consistent

elements of task profit from training, it was anticipated that
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considerable learning would occur in the hybrid condition, and

this effect was in fact demonstrated.

It appears highly probable that significant CM-VM

differences would have been obtained in this task with the

inclusion of a pure VM condition that eliminated the exemplar-

rule consistency present in the current paradigm. With the

inclusion of this condition in an experiment, it is predicted

that pure CM performance should be reliably better than pure VM

performance, and that the current hybrid VM condition would

result in performance levels that were at some intermediate point

between the two pure mapping conditions. Future research should

examine this prediction, and should also extend the current rule-

based memory search work to a visual search task. Once again,

such research would be of potential importance to C2 training

applications, because many C2 operator tasks include a

significant visual search component.

III. TRANSFER AND RETENTION OF AUTOMATIC PROCESSES
IN TASKS REQUIRING THE PROCESSING OF COMPLEX
SPATIAL PATTERN OR ALPHANUMERIC INFORMATION

Additional important issues that pertain to the application

of an automatic-processing-based approach to C2 operator skill

acquisition concern the transfer and retention of automatic

processing that can be expected with the types of materials

described above. Data concerning the conditions and limits of

automatic component transfer and retention are very important for

the design of training programs intended to support the

development and maintenance of automatic processing with these

components.
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Transfer of Trinin

Information concerning transfer of training is critical, for

example, to support the development of efficient training

programs designed to establish automatic processing in consistent

components of operator tasks. One important issue relevant to the

rule-based search task described in the previous section concerns

the transfer that can be expected to untrained exemplars of the

alphanumeric rules that make up the search set. Because
establishment of automatic processing in a complex task such as

alphanumeric rule search can require thousands of acquisition

trials, important economies could be realized in training
programs if only a limited subset of rule exemplars needed to be

trained. This type of limited training approach could be

undertaken if it could be expected that there would be positive
transfer to untrained exemplars of the trained rules.

Several previous experiments (e.g., Hale & Eggemeier, 1990;

Hassoun & Eggemeier, 1988; Schneider & Fisk, 1984) have

demonstrated transfer of automatic processing with semantic

materials that are important to operator performance in complex
systems. For example, Hale and Eggemeier (1990) studied transfer

of automatic processing to untrained exemplars of previously
trained semantic categories in a category memory search paradigm.

In the Hale and Eggemeier (1990) experiment, the memory set

consisted of semantic category names (e.g., "Vegetables,"

"Professions"), and subjects decided if a subsequently presented

item (e.g., "Lawyer") was an exemplar of a memory-set category.

After extensive CM training with a subset of category exemplars,

subjects were transferred to one of three semantic search

conditions: (a) Same Semantic Categories/Same Exemplars (SIS),

(b) Same Semantic Categories/Different Exemplars (S/D), or (c)

Different Semantic Categories/Different Exemplars (D/D). At

transfer, the S/D group demonstrated significantly faster
reaction times than those of the D/D control group, indicating
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the presence of positive transfer to untrained subsets of

exemplars of the trained categories.

Similar results have been reported in a visual search

variant of the semantic category paradigm (Schneider & Fisk,

1984), and in a word search paradigm under high memory load

conditions (Hassoun & Eggemeier, 1988). The results of these

experiments are significarnt because they demonstrate positive

transfer of automatic processing with a semantic category search

task that is conceptually similar to the rule-based alphanumeric

search task performed by operators of some C2 systems.

A second transfer-of-training issue critical to the design

of training programs to support the development of automatic

processing in subcomponents of C2 operator tasks concerns the

transfer that can be expected from less complex or lower workload

variants of tasks that must be trained to more complex or higher

workload versions of the same tasks. The importance of providing

initial training under lower workload versions of tasks is based

on the expectation that the development of automatic processing

is dependent upon the availability of sufficient controlled

processing resources, and that high workload training conditions

can therefore impair skill acquisition. Nissen & Bullemer (1984),

for example, have presented evidence which indicates that

acquisition of a serial reaction time task was impaired when

subjects were trained under dual-task as opposed to single-task

conditions. Because some variants of C2 operator functions such

as the previously described weather pattern search task can

impose high levels of workload on the operator, considerable

utility might be realized through initial training to establish

some level of automatic processing on lower workload variants of

a task, and then transferring to higher workload versions of the

same task. Therefore, data concerning the transfer of both CM and

VM performance from lower to higher workload variants of analogs

of C2 operator tasks are of considerable importance to training

program development.
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Retention of Automatic Processing

In addition to transfer of training, information concerning

the retention functions associated with automatic processes is

essential for efficient structuring of training programs designed

to permit not only the initial acquisition of automatic

processing, but also the maintenance of this processing over

extended time periods. The issue of retention of automatic

processing has not been widely researched, and the automatic

processing literature contains only a limited number of studies

that bear on retention. Shiffrin and Dumais (1981), for instance,

discussed the results of an unpublished study by Dumais, Foyle,

and Shiffrin in which retention ol automatic processing in visual

search tasks was investigated. Retention intervals of 1.4, 2.7,

and 7.2 weeks were used, and CM performance proved superior to VM

performance at all retention intervals. Some forgetting did,

however, occur at 2.7 and 7.2 weeks subsequent to training.

In a more recent investigation, Fisk et al. (1990) studied

the retention of automatic processing in a semantic category

search task over retention intervals of 1, 30, 60, 90, and 180

days. The paradigm used in this experiment was a hybrid

visual/memory search task that required subjects to identify an

exemplar of previously presented semantic categories from among

three test items. The results indicated that some forgetting did

occur at the 30-day retention interval, but also demonstrated

that no additional reliable decrements in performance occurred at

the 60-, 90-, and 180-day retention intervals. The Fisk at al.

results therefore suggest that the bulk of forgetting over a 6-

month retention interval occurs during the first 30 days in a

semantic category visual/memory search task. Subsequent

experiments examined retention in both a pure visual search

version of the semantic category task and a pure memory search

version of the task. The results of these experiments indicated

that though some forgetting occurred during a 30-day retention
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interval in the visual search task, no reliable evidence of

forgetting occurred in the memory search version of the task.

The results of the Dumais et al. and Fisk et al. experiments

indicate that some forgetting of automatic processing can occur

over periods of disuse, and the results of the Fisk et al.

investigations further suggest that the bulk of this forgetting

occurs during the first 30 days of a 6-month interval. Extension

of these previous results to other types of information that must

be processed by operators of C2 systems is critical for

applications of an automatic-processing-based approach to

operator training, because the resulting data could have

important implications for maintenance of automatic processing

with such materials.

Overview of. Present Studies

Although there have been several demonstrations of positive

transfer of automatic processing within semantic category search

paradigms, issues pertaining to transfer of the type of complex

alphanumeric rule task investigated in Experiment 4 have not been

researched. Likewise, the issue of transfer of CM and VM training

from a low workload to a higher workload variant of the complex

weather pattern search task investigated in Experiment 2 has not

been addressed in the automatic processing literature. Therefore,

Experiments 5 and 6 were conducted to investigate transfer of CM

and VM training in the rule-based alphanumeric memory search task

and in the weather pattern detection task, respectively.

It was also considered important to extend the Fisk et al.

research on retention of automatic processing with semantic

materials to the type of spatial pattern information examined in

Experiment 1. The semantic information used in the Fisk et al.

(1990) work took advantage of categorization schemes that were

well organized for subjects prior to search task training, and it

appeared possible that different retention characteristics might
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be associated with spatial pattern information that was

unfamiliar to subjects at the beginning of training. Therefore,

Experiment 7 examined the retention of CM and VM training with

spatial pattern information of the type investigated in

Experiment 1.

Experiment 5
Iransar.ofTainin with Complex Alphanumeric Materials

in a Rule-Based Search Task

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate transfer of

CM and VM training to untrained exemplars of previously trained

rules in the complex alphanumeric memory search task investigated

in Experiment 4. As noted above, the issue of transfer from a

limited subset of the exemplars/non-exemplars associated with a

particular rule has significant practical implications for the

design of training programs. It is also of theoretical importance

because positive transfer to untrained exemplars of a rule would

indicate that the learning that had taken place during

acquisition trials was at the rule level rather than at the level

of individual exemplars. Therefore, this experiment was conducted

to determine the level of performance that would result when

subjects trained under CM and VM conditions in the complex

alphanumeric rule task of Experiment 4 were transferred to

untrained exemplars of trained rules. A control condition in

which subjects were transferred to a task that involved the

processing of completely different rules and exemplar sets was

also included.

As noted above, a number of investigators (e.g., Hale &

Eggemeier, 1990; Hassoun & Eggemeier, 1988; Schneider & Fisk,

1984) have demonstrated positive transfer to untrained exemplars

of trained semantic categories under CM conditions. It was

therefore anticipated that positive transfer might also be
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demonstrated relative to the different rule control in the

present task under CM training conditions. Hale and Eggemeier

(1990), however, have shown that no such transfer occurs under VM

conditions. Based on the latter results, no substantial

differences between the two transfer conditions under VM training

were expected.

Subjet. Subjects were the same 16 University of Dayton

students who had participated in Experiment 4. They were paid

$5.00 per hour for their participation.

Agpara•us. The experiment used the same type of Zenith Data

Systems 248 computer and Zenith ZCM-1490 high-resolution color

monitor used in Experiment 4. Responses were made on the same

arrow keys of a standard experded IBM-compatible keyboard as used

previously.

r•cedure. Subjects performed the same type of memory

search task performed in Experiment 4. The same target/distractor

mapping (CM vs VM) that a subject had been trained on in

Experiment 4 was maintained for that subject throughout this

experiment. On each trial, subjects were presented with a memory

set of three alphanumeric rules that remained on the CRT screen

until the subject pressed a designated key. These rules were the

same type used in Experiment 4, and consisted of the conjunction

of a three-letter sequence and a range of numerical values. After

presentation of the memory set, a fixation cross appeared in the

middle of the screen for 500 ma. This cross was replaced by a

single test item displayed for a maximum of 2 seconds or until

the subject responded. Test items were the same type as used in

Experiment 4, and consisted of a three-letter sequence and a

single two-digit numeral.
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Subjects determined if the test item represented an exemplar

of the rules presented in the memory set, and responded "yes" or
"no" by pressing a labeled response button on the keyboard. One-

half of the target items in each block of trials were members of

the memory set. Both reaction time and accuracy measures were

collected. The same 90% criterion level used in Experiment 4 was

maintained in this experiment.

Visual feedback was provided to subjects in the same format

as in Experiment 4. After each trial, an incorrect response was

followed by a "Wrong Response" message. A correct response was

followed by a "Correct Response" message and the reaction time

for that trial.

Summary feedback was provided at the completion of each

block of trials. This feedback provided mean reaction time and

accuracy performance levels from the trial block just completed.

In addition to feedback at the completion of a block, summary

feedback concerning mean reaction times and accuracy levels was

provided to subjects at the completion of each session. A written

tally of mean reaction time and accuracy levels across sessions

was made available to subjects as an aid in monitoring progress

across sessions.

The experiment was divided into two phases: (a) pre-transfer

and (b) transfer. The purpose of the pre-transfer phase was to

establish a performance baseline that could be used to assess

levels of transfer in the subsequent phase, and to provide

practice to the subjects in performance of the search task under

only the memory set size three condition. Memory sets of three

rules were used in this experiment to increase the potential to

detect any transfer differences which might be present.

Subjects completed two sessions of pre-transfer performance

on the day following the completion of Experiment 4. Each pre-

transfer session included 10 blocks of 20 trials each, for a
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total of 400 pre-transfer trials. Memory, !et size was held

constant at three alphanumeric rules. Pre-transfer sessions used

the same memory set rules and the same target and distractor sets

that had been used to train each individual subject in Experiment

4. Two CM subjects therefore continued with alphanumeric rules

drawn from rule set "A" and with exemplars and non-exemplars of

those rules that used odd numerical values. Likewise, two

additional CM subjects continjed with rules drawn from set "A"

and with even exemplars/non-exemplars. Two other CM subjects

continued with rules from set "B" with even exemplars/non-

exemplars, while the remaining two CM subjects continued with set

"B" rules and odd exemplars/non-exemplars. The eight subjects in

the VM condition were divided into the same rule/exemplar

combinations as the CM subjects, and continued with either rule

sets "A" or "B" and with either odd or even exemplars/non-

exemplars as appropriate.

After completion of pre-transfer, all subjects were

transferred Lo one of two conditions: (a) the Same rules but with

Different exemplars (S/D) than had been previously trained, or

(b) Different rules and Different exemplars (D/D) than had been

previously trained. The first letter group designation indicates

if the alphanumeric rule used at transfer was the same or

different from pre-transfer, and the second designation indicates

if the exemplar/non-exemplar sets were the same as or different

from pre-transfer. Rule changes consisted of changes in both the

letter sequences that stood for system pac-meter designators and

the numerical values associated with the parameters. Exemplar

changes involved a change in the valuies associated with a rule,

such that subj'icts trained with even-valued numerical exemplars

were changed to odd-valued exemplars, and vice-,,ersa. D/D

conditions therefore involved a change in the letter designators,

the associated range of numerical values, and the type of

exemplars (even vs odd) presented to subjects. S/D conditions, on

the other hand, permitted subjects to continue with the same

1-tter dArignators •nd ranne -f associated numerical values that
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had been used in pre-transfer, and involved only a change in the

type of exemplars (even vs odd) that were presented at transfer.

There were four CM subjects and four VM subjects assigned to

each transfer group, and each transfer group included a

representative of each unique combination of rule set and

exemplar type used during pre-transfer.

The transfer phase for all subjects consisted of two

sessions of 10 blocks with 20 trials each, for a total of 400

trials.

e•.igJn. Three independent variables were included in the

design: (a) mapping condition (CM vs VM), (b) sessions of pre-

transfer or transfer trials, and (b) transfer group (S/D, D/D).

f u.Lt

Pre-transfer and transfer data were analyzed separately. In

each case, correct responses in sessions of 200 trials were used

in the data analyses.

ReT..ansfer Reaction Time. Figure 18 shows mean reaction

time as a function of mapping condition and transfer group across

the two sessions of pre-transfer. As is shown in the figure,

transfer group did not have a major effect on mean reaction time

in either mapping condition, but there was a trend for the CM

group to exhibit faster reaction times than those associated with

the VM group across the pre-transfer sessions. GM-VM differences

averaged 137 ms in Session 1 and 114 ms in Session 2.

A 2-x-2-x-2 ANOVA was conducted on these data to investigate

the effects of mapping condition (CM vs VM), pre-transfer

sessions, and transfer group (S/D vs D/D) on reaction time

performance. This analysis indicated that neither the main effect

:;f tranflsfb vruup LF(1,12)1 -; 0..2, Q ,.851 f.zr the im, effect if
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pre-transfer sessions [E(1,12) = 0.76, p >.75] was significant.

None of the interactions proved reliable. The main effect of

mapping condition [E(1,12) = 2.58, p <.15) was not significant,

indicating that the trend noted above for CM performance to be

more rapid than VM performance was not statistically reliable.

The trend is important, however, because it suggests a tendency

for CM-VM differences to emerge in this task with memory set

sizes of three. As explained earlier, CM-VM differences tend to

more pronounced under higher memory set sizes, and the noted

trend in the pre-transfer data suggests that some level of

automatic processing may have begun to develop in the CM group at

the time of pre-transfer performance sessions.

In addition to analyses of the mean reaction time data,

analyses were also conducted on the mean standard deviation of

reaction times to determine if there were significant differences

associated with response variability as a function of mapping

condition, transfer group, or pre-transfer sessions. As

previously indicated, automatic processing tends to be associated

with less variability in performance than does controlled

processing.

Figure 19 shows mean standard deviation of reaction time as

a function of mapping condition, pre-transfer sessions, and

transfer group. As is clear from the figure, mapping condition

had a substantial effect on variability, with the CM condition

demonstrating less variable performance than the VM condition

across both sessions of pre-transfer. The mean standard deviation

across pre-transfer sessions was 173 ms in the CM group, compared

to a mean of 260 ms in the VM group.

A 2-x-2-x-2 ANOVA comparable to that conducted on the mean

reaction time data was performed on the standard deviation data

,o investigate the ettects of mapping conaitioo, (CM vs VM), pre-

transfer sessions, and transfer group (S/D vs D/D) on

performance. This analysis demonstrated that the main effect of
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mapping condition [E(1,12) = 8.17, p <.02] was significant, but

showed that neither the main effect of transfer group [E(1,12) =

0.61, p >.45] nor the main effect of pre-transfer sessions

[E(1,12) = 1.12, p >.30] was significant. None of the

interactions were reliable.

The results of this analysis therefore indicate that during

pre-transfer, CM reaction time performance was less variable than

comparable VM performance. This difference in variability is

consistent with the development of automatic processing in the

rule-based task within the CM group, and provides additional

evidence to suggest that some level of such processing had

developed at the time of the pre-transfer training sessions.

-ez.-TEW.6fer-Resonse AgQ•ura. Figure 20 shows mean percent

correct as a function of mapping condition, transfer group, and

pre-transfer sessions. As illustrated in the figure, neither

transfer group nor mapping condition had an appreciable effect on

accuracy. Accuracy of responding was consistently high and, in

all conditions, approximated the 90% criterion established for

subjects.

A 2-x-2-x-2 ANOVA was conducted on the percent correct data

to investigate the effects of mapping condition, pre-transfer

sessions, and transfer group on percent correct performance. This

analysis indicated that neither the main effect of mapping

condition [E(1,12)= 0.40, p >.50], the effect of transfer group

[E(1,12) = 1.45, p >.25], nor the effect of pre-transfer sessions

[E(1,12) = 0.21, Q >.65] was reliable. None of the interactions

proved significant.

The absence of any significant effect involving transfer

groups in both analyses indicates that there were no significant

differerces in the accuracy of performance between the groups at

the conclusion of training, thereby facilitating interpretation

of any transfer differences.
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Transfr_3ReAtiQJiiMe. Figure 21 shows mean reaction t;me
as a function of mapping condition, transfer condition, and

transfer sessions. As illustrated in the figure, the S/D vs D/D
transfer conditions appear to have had a differential effect on

performance within the CM condition, but had little effect on

performance within the VM condition. The figure also shows that

CM performance in the D/",i condition was markedly disrupted
relative to other ccriditiorns in Session 1, but had begun to

approximate VM performance levels during Session 2.

Relative to pre-transfpr baselines there was negative
transfer in all conditions. This result is consistent with

previous experiments (e.g., Hale & Eggemeier, 1990; Hassoun &

Eggemeier, 1988) and was therefore expected. Using the last pre-

transfer session as a baseline, the CM-SD condition showed a mean
decrement of 31 ms versus a 265-ms decrement in the CM-DD
condition. Comparable decrements in the VM condition were 97 ms

and 56 ms in the S'D and D/D conditions, resoectively.

A 2-x-2-x-2 ANOVA was performed on the reaction time data

shown in Figure 21. The purpose of this analysis was to
investigate S/D vs D/D differences as a function of mapping

condition and transfer session. The ANOVA showed that the effect
of CM/VM mapping condition [E(1,12) = .10, g >.05J was not

significant, but showed a significant effect of transfer sessions

[E(1,12) = 8.21, p <.02] and a marginal effect of S/D vs D/D
transfer conditions [E(1,12) = 4.13, p <.07). The analysis also
demonstrated that the SD/DD x sessions interaction [E(1,12) =

4.84, p <.05] was significant, and that the CM/VM x SD/DD
interaction [F(1,12) = 4.02, D <.07] and CM/VM x sessions

interaction M(1,12) = 4.31, p <.06) approached significance. The

three-way interaction was not reliable.

A difference score analysis performed on the data showed the
same results. Difference scores were computed by subtracting the

mean reaction time of each subject during the last session of
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pre-transfer from the mean reaction time of that subject during

transfer Sessions 1 and 2, respectively. The resulting difference

scores were then subjected to the same type of 2-x-2-x-2 ANOVA

reported above. This analysis produced exactly the same pattern

of results as described above.

The fact that the CM/VM x SD/DD interaction approached

significance is noteworthy, because positive S/D transfer

relative to D/D transfer under CM mapping would indicate that the

benefits of any automatic processing established during training

were applicable to untrained exemplars of trained rules. No

differences in transfer condition were expected under VM

conditions, because the inconsistency in application of the rules

as target and distractors during training should have precluded

substantial rule-response learning. The pattern of results shown

in Figure 21 suggests a trend for CM-SD performance to exceed CM-

DD performance, and this trend is consistent with expectations

that would be associateJ with positive transfer to untrained

exemplars in the CM condition.

Figure 22 shows the mean standard deviation of reaction time

as a function of mapping condition, transfer group, and transfer

session. The results parallel those of the mean reaction time

data, and show a tendency for the S/D condition under CM mapping

to demonstrate less variability than its D/D counterpart.

Variability in both VM transfer conditions, on the other hand,

was approximately the same. Once again, there was considerable

disruption in the CM-DD condition relative to all other

conditions in Session 1, but CM-DD variability had begun to

approximate that of the other conditions by Session 2.

A 2-x-2-x-2 ANOVA that was comparable to the reaction time

analysis was performed on the reaction time standard deviation

data. This analysis produced no significant main effects nor

interactions, although the main effect of sessions [E(1,12)

4.04, p <.07], the sessions x CM/VM interaction [E(1,12) = 3.99,
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p <.07], the sessions x SD/DD interaction [f(1,12) = 4.22, V

<.07], and the CM/VM x SD/DD x sessions interaction [F(1,12) =

3.39, D <.081 ali approached significance. The uverall reliable

iffect of mapping condition on the variability of performance w&a

therefore not maintained at transfer. Because CM-SD variability

was approximately the same at transfer as at pre-transfer, the

loss of the effect is apparently due to the very high levels of

variability demonstrated in the CW-DD condition.

Tr __. O ,_.ary. The percent correct response

data for the transfer sessions were also subjected to a 2-x-2-x-2

ANOVA. Mean percent correct responseý. as a function of mapping

condition, transfer condition, and transfer sessions are shown in
Figure 23. As is clear from Ghe figure, accuracy of responding

was consistently high across all conditio',s and transfer

sessions. Performance in the CM conditions was initially lower

than that in the VM condition, buc. approximated VM performance in

Session 2.

The results of the ANOVA showed that there was neither a

main effect of CM/VM mapping condition [E(1,12) = .49, p >.05]

nor a main effect of S/D vs D/D transfer condition [f(1,12) =

0.12, D >.05]. The CM/VM x sessions interaction [E(1,12) = 5.17,

P <.05] was significant, however, and the main effect of sessions

[E(1,12) = 4.37, I <.06] approached significance. None of the

other interactions were significant. The results of this analysis

therefore indicate that the trend for CM improvement across

sessions was reliable, and also showed no main effect or

interaction involving transfer condition that would have

suggested a speed-accurac.,y tradeoff.

The results of the pre-transfer phase of this experiment

demonstrated several trends that were consistent with the

development of automatic processing in the complex alphanumeric
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rule-based task investigated. These included a consistent but

non-significant reaction time advantage for the CM group relative

to the VM group, and a significantly lower level of reaction time

variability under CM as opposed to VM conditions.

The general pattern of transfer performance was consistent

with expectations, and suggests a trend for positive transfer in

the S/D condition relative to the D/D condition under CM training

when the speed of response is considered. Positive S/D transfer

only in the CM condition is consistent with expectations in this

experiment, as it was only the CM subjects who could consistently

respond to a particular rule. On the basis of previous results

(e.g., Hale & Eggemeier, 1990), no positive transfer was expected

in the VM-SD condition relative to the VM-DD condition, and the

general pattern of the results is also consistent with these

expectations.

Interpretation of S/D vs D/D reaction time differences is

somewhat clouded by the relatively high level of disruption of

performance evidenced in the CM D/D condition at Session 1, but

the same pattern of S/D superiority continued to be exhibited in

Session 2 when CM-DD performance had returned to VM performance

levels.

Positive transfer to S/D conditions in the semantic category

search tasks used by Hale and Eggemeier (1990) and Hassoun and

Eggemeier (1988) tended to be relatively short-lived, due to the

rapid improvement in the D/D control condition demonstrated in

both previous studies. With the complex rule-based task used

here, D/D improvement appears to be less rapid. The potential

benefits associated with S/D transfer in this type of task may be

more enduring and ultimately of greater practical significance

than with the type of semantic category task researched by Hale

and Eggemeier (1990) and Hassoun and Eggemeier (1988). Future

research that examines transfer in this type of task should
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include a greater number of transfer sessions than used here, to

more rully explore this possibility.

Exwe r im~nt-6

jrLna omol ex Weather_ a~e rch -Taa1

The purpose of this experiment was to determine if any CM-VM

performance differences established during Experiment 2 would be

maintained when subjects were transferred to a higher workload

version of the same weather pattern detection task. The workload

manipulation used in this experiment was the level of visual

background noise present on the simulated weather satellite

system display. As described earlier, subjects who participated

in Experiment 2 had searched for walking-dot weather patterns on

a map of Ohio display that contained no visual background noise.

Assuming that CM-VM performance differences would be demonstrated

under the lower workload condition, an important issue that bears

on the feasibility of using lower workload tasks to train

operators to perform in a higher workload environment concerns

the capability of subjects to maintain those CM-VM differences

under higher workload conditions. This experiment was therefore

designed to provide initial information concerning the transfer

of CM and VM performance levels from a condition of no background

noise to a relatively low level of such noise in the weather

pattern search task.

Metho

ubject. Subjects were the same 12 University of Dayton

students who had participated in Experiment 2. They were paid

$4.00 per hour for their participation. A $1.00 an hour bonus was

also paid to those subjects who arrived on schedule for each of

the transfer sessions.
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A•rLaiu. This experiment used the same Macintosh Nix

computers with extended keyboards and mouse interfaces used in

Experiment 2 to simulate a weather satellite display. The

computers presented the stimuli, recorded subject responses, and

controlled the experiment. A high-resolution, 19-inch PCPC color

monitor presented the target and distractor stimuli. Subjects

used the standard mouse with a single button to superimpose a

cursor on a target stimulus, and activated the button to indicate

the selection cf the target pattern superimposed by the cursor.

Stimuli. Stimuli represented the same weather phenomena

(e.g., severe thunderstorm, tornado) used during Experiment 2.

For each CM subject, the target set consisted of the same three

walking-dot patterns representing weather phenomena used to train

that subject during Experiment 2. The CM distractor set included

three walking-dot patterns and was also the same as that used

during the original training for each subject. Target and

distractor sets also remained the same between the present

experiment and Experiment 2 for each of the VM subjects.

Produ. Subjects performed the same type of weather

pattern visual search task performed in Experiment 2. The same

target/distractor mapping (CM vs VM) used with each subject in

Experiment 2 was used for that subject throughout this

experiment. Therefore, there were six CM and six VM subjects.

Subjects participated in two transfer sessions across 2 days

of participation. Each session included five blocks of 32

training trials, for a total of 160 trials per session and 320

total transfer trials. Subjects were given the opportunity for a

short break after each block of 32 trials.

As in Experiment 2, each trial began with the presentation

of a target pattern to the subject. Subjects were permitted to

view the target display as long as they desired, and terminated

the display by pressing the button on the mouse interface. This
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target display showed the physical characteristics of the target

pattern, including the separation of target elements and the

pattern of movement.

The target display was replaced by a search display that

consisted of an outline of a map of the state of Ohio, and the

target and two distractor walking-dot patterns. In addition to

the target and distractor patterns, the search display also

included visual background noise. This background noise was

represented by random dots equal in size and shape to the dots

which made up the target and distractor patterns. The amount of

noise on the display at any point in time was equal to seven of

these random dots. There were eight sets of these random dots

presented sequentially as search time progressed. Each set was

presented for 1/8 second during a 1-second scan. The display

cycle continued for 7 seconds, at which time the first set of

dots dropped off and a new set was added to the end of the cycle.

With the exception of this background noise, all elements of the

procedure remained the same as in Experiment 2.

The time required by the subject to identify the target

pattern through use of the mouse interface was recorded, as were

false alarms and misses. The same types of feedback used in

Experiment 2 were provided to the subjects. On trials in which a

hit occurred, the trial ended with a message which indicated that

the target had been successfully identified. If the subject

failed to find the target within the 40-second time period, the

trial ended automatically and the target was highlighted.

Additional feedback was provided for the subject at the end

of every block of eight trials. This feedback consisted of mean

response time for hits, the number of misses, the total number of

false alarms, and the percent accuracy for that block of trials.

The percent accuracy measure was based on the number of trials in

which no error (i.e., a false alarm or a miss) had occurred.
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In addition to block summary feedback, mean response time

and percent accuracy feedback for the preceding session were

presented to subjects at the beginning of the second transfer

session.

Ds . Two independent variables were included in the

design: (a) transfer sessions, and (b) mapping condition (CM vs

VM).

aesu1t

Resoonse Time. Mean response times to detect the target

pattern in both the CM and VM conditions are shown in Figure 24.

This figure illustrates mean response times as a function of the

last training session and both sessions of transfer. The means

presented in Figure 24 are based on errorless trials in which no

false alarms occurred. As can be seen in the figure, both CM and

VM conditions suffered performance decrements at transfer. This

was expected because transfer for both groups involved

performance of the weather pattern search task under conditions

of background noise as opposed to the no-background-noise

condition used during training. As is also clear from the figure,

decrements at transfer in both the CM and VM groups were

essentially equivalent.

A 2-x-3 ANOVA was performed on the response time data to

analyze the effects of mapping condition (CM vs VM) and

training/transfer sessions (1-3). Mapping condition was a

between-subjects variable, whereas training session was

a within-subjects variable. This analysis indicated that the main

effect of sessions [f(2,20) = 203.81, p <.001] was significant,

but that the main effect of mapping condition [f(1,10) = 0.21, D

>.05] was not. The analysis also showed that the interaction of

CM/VM and sessions [f(2,20) = 0.16, D >.05J was not significant.

This interaction is important to the objective of the study,

which was to determine if any CM-VM differences that existed at
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the conclusion of training would be maintained at transfer to a

more difficult search condition. The failure of the interaction

indicates that there was no differential effect of

training/transfer sessions on CM vs VM performance.

A Tukey-A post-hoc multiple comparison test was performed on

the sessions data to further investigate the main effect of

sessions that had been demonstrated. As expected, the results of

this test demonstrated that transfer sessions did not differ from
one another but that both were significantly different from the

last training session.

Figure 25 illustrates mean standard deviation of response

time as a function of mapping condition and training/transfer

sessions. As shown in the figure, transfer to the noise condition

had the expected effect of increasing the variability in

performance; and once again, the decrements in the CM and VM

conditions were approximately the same. A 2-x-3 ANOVA comparable

to the mean response time analysis was performed on the data

shown in Figure 25. This analysis showed that the main effect of

CM/VM mapping condition was marginally significant CE(1,10) =

.3.51, p <.10] and that the effect of sessions [F(2,20) = 128.5, p

<.001) was significant. However, the CM-VM x sessions interaction

[E(2,20) = 0.27, p >.05] did not prove to be significant. A

Tukey-A post-hoc comparison test performed to investigate the

significant sessions effect demonstrated that as expected, both

transfer sessions differed from the last training session but

were not significantly different from each other. Once again,

therefore, there was no evidence of a differential effect of

sessions on CM vs VM performance.

Although it was not an objective of this study to address

the problem, a second issue of interest to C2 training

applications concerns the benefit of training under the no-noise-

level condition relative to a no-prior-training condition. The

latter condition was not included in the present design, but some
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information concerning this issue can be obtained through a

comparison of the present results with those of Lawless and

Eggemeier (1990). The current study used the same noise level at

transfer that was used in the initial training blocks of the

Lawless and Eggemeier study. Figure 26 shows mean response time

from the first session of transfer in the current experiment and

comparable data from the first five blocks of 32 training trials

from the Eggemeier and Lawless (1990) paper. Each session in the

present experiment included five blocks of 32 trials, and the

Lawless and Eggemeier (1990) data illustrated were derived by

building a first training session from the first five blocks of

32 trials from that experiment.

As can be seen in the figure, mean response times for the

first transfer session in the present experiment are faster under

both CM and VM conditions than those of the first training

session in the Lawless and Eggemeier experiment. Therefore, there

is some trend for positive transfer in the current experiment

relative to a no-training control. It should be noted that

Lawless and Eggemeier did include a familiarization training

session under very-low-noise-level conditions that preceded the

first formal training session, and so the Lawless and Eggemeier

data can be most appropriately characterized as representing a

minimal-training control. No data analyses were conducted on the

data illustrated in Figure 26, and it is clear that any firm

conclusions concerning positive or negative transfer relative to

a no-training control would have to be based on an additional

experiment that included a no-training control group. The present

data do, however, suggest the possibility that positive transfer

would result with such a comparison.

Accur~acyvof Responding. Figure 27 shows mean percent

correct responses as a function of CM/VM group and

training/transfer sessions. The means illustrated in Figure 27

are based on trials in which no error (i.e., false alarm, miss)

occurred. As shown in the figure, response accuracy decreased in
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both CM and VM groups at transfer to the background-noise-level

conditions, but the decrements in performance for the VM group

appear somewhat greater than those of the CM group.

A 2-x-3 ANOVA comparable to the response time analysis was

performed on the data shown in Figure 27. This analysis

demonstrated no main effect of mapp'ng condition [E(1,10) = 1.98,

p >.05] and a significant main effect of session [E(2,20) =

15.56, p <.001]. The mapping condition-x-training-session
interaction [E(2,20) = 2.77, p >.09] was marginal. A Tukey-A

post-hoc test performed on the sessicns data showed that once

again, both transfer sessions were different from training, but

did not differ from one another. The main effect of sessions is

therefore indicative of the performance decrements that occurred

at transfer.

In addition to percent correct responses, the me&', number of

false alarms per trial was *,omputed as an index of response

accuracy, and is illustrated as a function of mapping condition

and training/transfer session in Figure 28. As is clear from the

figure, mean false alarms per trial increased in both conditions

at transfer, but once more, there was a trend for VM performance

to show a greater decrement during the initial transfer session

than was shown by CM performance.

A 2-x-3 ANOVA was performed to examine the effects of

mapping condition and training sessions on the false alarm data.

This analysis indicated that once again, the main effect of

sessions [E(2,20) = 5.62, g <.05] was significant and that the

main effect of mapping condition [E(1,10) = .51, p >.05] was not.

The mapping condition x session interaction [f(2,20) = 1.82, P

>.05] also failed to demonstrate significance. A Tukey-A post-hoc

test conducted on the sessions data failed to demonstrate

significant differences at the .05 level between sessions.
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Discusi

The results of this study show no differential effect on CM

vs VM performance of transfer from a low workload to a higher

workload condition. Performance differences at the conclusion of

training were minimal, however, and this seriously compromised

the capability to examine differential CM-VM effects at transfer.

Previous work with automatic processing [see Fisk, Ackerman, &

Schneider (1987) for a review] has demonstrated resistance of CM

performance to decrements under certain stressor, vigilance, and

high workload dual-task conditions, and it was therefore possible

that CM performance would have shown greater resistance to

decrement than VM performance at transfer. The fact that this

effect did not materialize can be attributed to the failure to

establish reliable differences between CM and VM performance

during training.

The issue of transfer from lower to higher workload variants

Vf 3 task remains an important one, and should be the subject of

additional research. in addition to examination of possible

differential effects of such transfer on CM and VM performance,

that research should also address the issue of comparison of low

workload training with a no-training control group to determine

the possible benefits of low workload training relative to the

performance of such a group. A third group that receives

equivalent levels of training on the higher workload variant of

the task should also be included to complete the basis for

comparison. If the task used approaches the complexity of the

weather pattern search task, it would also be appropriate to

include an extended transfer period to permit evaluation of both

initial transfer performance and any savings in the trials or

time required to reach pre-specified levels of performance in

each group.
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Retention of Automatic Processing
•_na._atii&L Pattern Search Task

Pur=oc

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the

retention of automatic processing in a memory search task that

required the processing of spatial pattern information of the

type investigated in Experiment 1. As noted above, there has been

very little previous work to investigate the retention of

automatic processes, and this type of information is essential

for the development of training programs intended to permit

maintenance of skills over periods of disuse. Because of the

critical role played by spatial pattern information in many Air

Force C2 systems, it was considered important to extend the

previous work of Fisk et al. (1990) with semantic category search

to a task that involved the processing of spatial patterns.

Therefore, the present experiment was performed to investigate

the retention of static spatial pattern information in a memory

search task that was the same as the one used during Experiment 1

to demonstrate the development of automatic processing with this

type of information.

Because the Fisk et al. (1990) work had suggested that the

majority of forgetting with semantic information occurred during

the first 30 days of a 6-month period, a 30-day retention

interval was employed in this experiment. In addition, retention

was tested at 48 hours after completion of the last training

session. At each of these retention intervals, subjects completed

two full sessions of retraining on the spatial pattern search

task. This procedure permitted the assessment of retention

through examination of the levels of performance over the first

block of retraining trials in each session. By examining

performance at the conclusion of the last retraining session, the

procedure also provided the opportunity to assess the capability
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of subjects to regain any losses in performance that might have

occurred during the retention interval. This latter issue was

considered of substantial practical importance, in that the

objective of any refresher or skill maintenance training would be

to return operators to criterion proficiency levels achieved at

the conclusion of original training.

MetlbQd

Sujet_ Subjects were 10 University of Dayton students.

They were paid $4.00 per hour for their participation. In

addition to this base rate of pay, subjects were awarded a bonus

payment of $1.00 per hour for appearing on time for each

scheduled experimental session. Twelve subjects originally

participated. One CM subject was eliminated for failure to

achieve acceptable levels of performance. The VM counterpart of

that subject was also eliminated to maintain proper

counterbalancing of stimulus materials used in the two mapping

conditions.

Apgaratus. The experiment was controlled with a Zenith Data

Systems 248 computer, programmed to present stimuli, control the

timing of stimulus presentation, and collect subject resoonses.

Subjects viewed spatial pattern stimuli on a Zenith ZCM-1490

high-resolution color monitor. Responses were made on the arrow

keys located in the lower right-hard corner of a standard

expanded IBM-compatible keyboard. Auditory feedback concerning

performance levels was presented to subjects through the speakers

on the Zenith computers.

Pr•edu•lu. Subjects performed a memory search task which

was modeled after the Sternberg (1966) paradigm. On each trial,

subjects were shown a memory set of one to four spatial patterns

on the computer cathode-ray tube (CRT) screen. These spatial

patterns remained on the screen until the subject pressed a

designated key on a computer keyboard. At this point, a fixation
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cross 4.5 mm in height and 4.3 mm in width appeared in the middle

of the screen for 500 ms. The fixation cross was replaced by a

single test pattern displayed for a maximum of 2 seconds or until

the subject responded.

The subject was instructed to rapidly determine whether the

test pattern was a member of the previously presented memory set.

Subjects responded "yes" or "no" by pressing with their preferred

hand a labeled response button on the keyboard. O, ie-half of the

target patterns in each block of trials ware members of the

memory set; che other patterns were not members of the set. Two

dependent measures, reactior time and response accuracy, were

collected. Each subjest was encouraged to respond as rapidly as

possible while maintaining an accuracy level of 90% or higher

within each session.

Both visual feedback and auditory feedback were provided to

subjects at the completion of each trial. After each trial, an

incorrect response was followed by a "Wrong Response" message on

a red background, and by a tone. A correct response was followed

by a "Correct Response" message on a blue background, the

reaction time for that trial, and a short musical sequence for

those reaction times below a specified criterion. In addition,

the feedback concerning correct responses also included a message

specifying the level of performance indicated by the reaction

time achieved. This feedback indicated to the subject if the

level was that of a "Novice," "Professional," "Expert," or "Ace."

These levels represented progressive decreases in reaction time

to the spatial pattern information, and the feedback encouraged

the subject to attempt to lower reaction time if only the

"Novice" level had been achieved on a particular trial.

Performance categories were based on reaction times achieved by

subjects in a pilot study that preceded the present experiment.

Additional summary feedback was provided at the beginning cf

each day of training following the initial training day. This
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feedback summarized reaction time and accuracy performance levels

from each of the previous training days, and provided a means for

subjects to follow changes in their performance as a function of

training.

The experiment was divided into two phases: (a) training,

and (b) retention. Subjects participated in the training phase of

the experiment for 10 days. On each acquisition day, subjects

completed two 30-minute training sessions which consisted of 10

blocks of 20 trials each. Therefore, there were 400 training

trials each day and a total of 4,000 training trials during the

first phase of the experiment.

During the retention phase of the experiment, subjects

returned for two retraining periods that consisted of two

sessions each. Each session included 10 blocks of 20 retraining

trials, for a total of 400 blocks of retraining. The first

retraining period took place 2 days after the completion of the

last training session, while the second retraining period was

conducted 30 days after the completion of the last training

session.

Each retraining period included a series of 200 warm-up

trials prior to the start of the actual retraining sessions.

These warmup trials involved performance of a memory search task

with digits, and were intended to re-familiarize subjects with

the general procedures of the experiment with a type of material

that was not expected to provide any specific transfer to the

spatial pattern information under investigation.

The spatial patterns used during the retraining sessions

were the same as those used during the original training sessions

for each subject. Mapping conditions also remained consistent

throughout training and retention testing for each subject.
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S•iuLuMat•Jri].. Each spatial stimulus pattern was

composed of five circular elements and was intended to represent

the type of pattern processed by operators of certain Air Force

systems. The same target/distractor sets used in Experiment 1

were also used in the present experiment. Each set of patterns

included four targets and four distractor patterns.

Oeign. Three independent variables were included in the

design: (a) target/distractor mapping, (b) memory set size, and

(c) training/retraining sessions. Target/distractor mapping was

either CM or VM, and represented a between-subjects variable.

Five subjects were assigned to the CM group and five subjects to

the VM group. In the CM condition, one set of spatial patterns

served as targets throughout training for an individual subject,

and a second set served as distractor patterns. In the VM

condition, sets of target patterns served as both targets and

distractors across blocks of trials. Five different sets of

spatial pattern stimuli were distributed across subjects in both

the CM and VM conditions. Under CM conditions, four items of a

set served as targets and the remaining four items served as

distractors. In VM conditions, targets and distractnrs were drawn

at random on a trial-by-trial basis from the total set of eight

items included in a pattern set. Each pattern set served as

targets/distractors for one CM subject and for one VM subject.

Memory set size was manipulated within blocks of trials in each

group, and consisted of one to four spatial patterns. Each group

completed 20 sessions of practice trials across the 10 days of

training and two sessions of practice trials during each of the

two retraining periods.

Rue5iLtL

Trdi~nsAaLy]sili Mean reaction time to test patterns as a

function of CM/VM condition and training sessions is illustrated

in Figure 29. The means depicted in Figure 29 are based on

correct responses by subjects. As was the case in Experiment 1,
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both CM/VM condition and training sessions had a substantial

effect on reaction time. Once again, the CM group exhibited a

consistent advantage in reaction times relative to the VM group.

The performance of both groups improved as a function of

training.

A 2-x-4-x-20 ANOVA was performed on the reaction time data

to analyze the effects of mapping condition (CM vs. VM), memory

set size (1-4), and training session (1-20). Mapping condition

was a between-subjects variable in this analysis, whereas memory

set size and training session were within-subjects variables. The

results of this analysis demonstrated that the main effects of

mapping condition [F(1,8) = 6.66, p <.04], memory set size

[E(3,24) = 71.54, D <.001], and training sessions [F(19,152) =

17.94, p <.001] were significant. The interactions of CM/VM x

memory set [f(3,24) = 15.55, p <.001] and memory set x session

[E(57,456) = 2.84, p <.001] were also significant. However,

neither the CM/VM x sessions interaction nor the three-way

interaction proved significant.

The reaction time results from the training phase of this

experiment are consistent with the results of Experiment 1, and

with the development of some degree of automatic processing in

the CM condition. The CM group demonstrated reliably faster

reaction times across training sessions than those of the VM

group, and this effect is one indicant that supports the

development of automatic processing under CM conditions. The

significant main effects of sessions and memory set size were

expected in this paradigm on the basis of the Experiment I

results, and indicate that the performance of both mapping groups

improved with training and that memory set size exerted its

anticipated effect on reaction time. The main effects are

therefore consistent with previous results and with the

development of automatic processing in the CM group.
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In addition to reaction time differences between CM and VM
groups, a second criterion to evaluate the development of

automatic processing is a greater reduction in the effect of task

demand wvithin the CM group versus the VM group as training

progresses. Within the memory search paradigm, this reduction

takes the form of a greater attenuation of memory set size
effects in the CM vs the VM group at the conclusion of training.
The significant CM/VM x memory set interaction reported above is
consistent with the presence of a differential effect of memory
set size within the CM and VM groups.

Figure 30 shows the effect of memory set size on reaction

time in the CM and VM groups for both the first and last sessions

of training. As can be noted from the figure, memory set size had
a substantial effect on both CM and VM performance during the

first training session. Subsequent to the reliable CM/VM x memory

set interaction, tests of simple effects of memory set size
within the CM group and within the VM group were performed on the

Session I data. These tests were conducted to assess the effect
of memory set size on reaction time performance within each group

at the beginning of training. These analyses showed that the
effect of memory set was significant within both the CM [F(3,24)

= 9.16, p <.001] and VM [E(3,24) = 16.49, p <.001) conditions.
Tukey-A post-hoc multiple comparison tests showed that within the

VM condition, reaction times associated with memory set size one
differed reliably (p <.05) from those associated with all other

conditions, and that reaction times of memory set size four were

significantly longer than those associated with memory set size
two. Within the CM condition, reaction times of memory set size

one differed from those of all other sizes, but no other
differences were significant. Tests of simple effects of memory
set during Session 20 failed to demonstrate a set-size effect in
the CM condition [E(3,24) = 2.95, p >.05], but did show an effect
of set size within the VM condition [E(3,24) = 36.07, p <.001].

This analysis therefore indicated that by Session 20, memory set
no longer reliably affected CM reaction time performance. Tukey-A
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comparisons performed with the Session 20 VM data demonstrated

exactly the same pattern as was shown by comparable analyses of

the Session I VM data, indicating that there had been no reliable

change in the pattern of memory set size effects as a result of

training in the VM condition. These results are therefore

consistent with the development of some level of automatic

processing within the CM condition but not within the VM

condition.

To further characterize the reductions in memory set size on

reaction time performance, slopes of the functions depicted in

Figure 30 were computed. Within the CM group, the slope of the

Session 1 function was 58.8 ms and was reduced to 18.8 ms during

Session 20. In contrast, the slope of the Session I function in

the VM group was 90.8 ms, but was reduced only to 66.3 ms by

Session 20. The CM group demonstrated a 68% reduction in slope

with training as compared to a 27% reduction in the VM group.

This type of CM-VM difference is also consistent with the

development of automatic processing under CM conditions.

Figure 31 shows mean percent correct responses as a function

of CM/VM group and training session. As is clear from the figure,

response accuracy was consistently high and generally improved in

both groups as a function of training.

A 2-x-4-x-20 ANOVA comparable to that performed on the

reaction time data was conducted on the percent correct

responses. This analysis demonstrated no main effect of mapping

condition [E(1,8) = 1.34, p >.25], a reliable effect of memory

set size [.E(3,24) = 30.19, 2 <.001], and a significant main

effect of training sessions [E(19,152) = 2.97, p <.001]. The

CM/VM x memory set interaction [E(3,24) = 8.72, 2 <.001] was

significant, but all other interactions were not. The main effect

of training session reflects the trend for increased accuracy in

both mapping groups over the initial training sessions that was
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noted in the discussion of Figure 31. The failure to find a main

effect of mapping condition and the general trend for increased

accuracy in both groups indicates that the difference in reaction

times noted in Figure 29 cannot be attributed to a significant

speed-accuracy tradeoff.

Figure 32 illustrates the effect of memory set size on CM

and VM mean percent correct during Session 1 and during Session

20. As shown in the figure, CM performance was generally more

accurate than VM performance, and there was also a general trend

for percent correct to decrease as memory set size increased.

Tests of simple effects on the Session 1 data conducted

subsequent to the reliable CM/VM x memory set interaction showed

that memory set significantly affected performance in the VM

condition CE(3,24) = 4.63, p <.05] but not in the CM condition

[E(3,24) = 0.70, p >.05]. A Tukey-A post-hoc comparison test

showed that memory set size one was associated with a reliably

(p <.05) higher percent correct than was memory set size four ir

the VM condition. No other differences proved to be reliable.

Tests of simple effects within the Session 20 data produced

similar trends, and showed a reliable effect of memory set size

on VM performance [E(3,24) = 5.19, p <.05] but not on CM

performance [F(3,24) = 1.41, p >.05]. A Tikey-A post-hoc test

demonstrated that memory set size one produced significantly

higher levels of performance than did memory set sizes of three

and four patterns. These results and the fact that Session 20 CM

performance exceeded Session 1 CM performance and Session 20 VM

performance at the three highest memory set sizes indicate that

the previously described atten'jation of memory set size effects

in the CM reaction time data are not attributable to a speed-

accuracy tradeoff.

The results of the training phase of this experiment are,

therefore, consistent with the development of automatic

proc ssing with the static spatial pattern materials that were

used. The results of this phase of the experiment are similar to
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those of Experiment 1, and provide additional data to extend the

results of earlier work with static spatial pattern information

(Eggemeier et al., 1990) that demonstrated the development of

automatic processing with this type of material.

Retention-A•I-L-yau. Figure 33 shows mean reaction time as a

function of mapping condition in the last trial block of the

training phase, the first test block of the 2-day retention

interval, and the first test block of the 30-day retention

interval. Mean reaction times in the figure are based on correct

responses in blocks of 40 trials. Blocks of 40 trials were used

in this analysis to provide a more sensitive assessment of

retention effects than would have been provided by an analysis

based on sessions of 200 trials. As is clear from the figure,

differences between CM and VM performance present at the

conclusion of training were maintained over both the 2-day and

30-day retention intervals. There is also little evidence of any

substantial loss of information across the retention intervals,

although there does appear to be a slight trend for increases in

reaction times at each successive retention interval,

particularly in the VM group.

A 2-x-4-x-3 ANOVA was performed on the data illustrated in

Figure 33 to evaluate the effects of mapping condition (CM vs

VM), memory set size (1-4), and training/retention blocks (last

training block vs first 2-day retention block vs first 30-day

retention block) on performance. This analysis demonstrated a

marginally significant effect of mapping condition [F(1,8) =

5.03, p <.06]; a main effect of memory set size [F(3,24) = 29.22,

p <.001); and most important, no main effect of trial blocks

[F(2,16) = 1.64, p >.20]. The CM/VM x memory set interaction was

reliable [F(3,24) 11.33, g <.001], but none of the other

interactions were significant. This analysis therefore confirms

the trends noted above, and indicates that over the retention

intervals tested, the performance losses illustrated in Figure 33

were minimal.
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Figure 34 shows mean reaction time as a function of memory

set size and mapri-o cnndition durirn the last b]Jk of training

and the first block of the 2-day retention test. As is clear from

the figure, CM performance in both instances shows little

difference, whereas VM performance at the higher memory loads

demonstrates a slight tendency to deteriorate. Tests of simple

main effects of memory set size within the CM group and within

the VM group performed on the last block of training subsequent

to the significant CM/VM x memory set interaction indicated that

as expected, memory set size had no reliable effect on CM

reaction times [E(3,24) = 0.67, p >.05]. Memory set size did,

however, significantly influence VM reaction times CF(3,24) =

20.67, p <.001]. A Tukey-A post-hoc comparison test performed on

the VM data showed that reaction times associated with memory set

size one differed reliably (p <.05) from the reaction times

produced by all other memory sets. There were no other

significant differences.

Tests of simple effects of memory set size within the CM and

VM conditions on the first block of the 2-day retention test

indicated that memory set reliably affected both CM [E(3,24)

3.17, p <.05] and VM (E(3,24) = 40.98, p <.001] reaction times. A

Tukey-A post-hoc comparison test failed to identify any reliable

(p <.05) differences in reaction times between memory set sizes

within the CM condition. This failure to find reliable

differences with the post-hoc comparison test following the

significant E-test can be attributed to the fact that the Tukey-A

is a relatively conservative multiple comparison test which would

not be expected to be as sensitive as the E-test, and also

reflects the very modest differences in CM reaction time between

the last block of training and the first block of the retention

test that are illustrated in Figure 34. In fact, the most

substantial difference between CM performance levels associated

with the last block of training and the first block of the 2-day

retention test actually reflects a slight improvement in
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performance under the memory-set size-one condition during the

retention test.

A Tukey-A test of the VM 2-day retention data did, however,

indicate that memory-set size-one reaction times differed

significantly from those associated with all other memory set

sizes, and also showed that memory-set size-two reaction times

were reliably different from memory-set size-three and memory-set

size-four reaction times. These latter differences had not proven

reliable in the post-hoc comparisons performed on the VM data

from the last block of training. The results of these analyses

are therefore consistent with the general trends noted above, and

suggest that while no appreciable deterioration had occurred

within the CM group at the 2-day retention interval, some minimal

losses had occurred within the VM group.

Slopes of the functions illustrated in Figure 34 showed an

initial level of 11.3 ms for the CM condition at the completion

of training versus a level of 20.6 ms during the 2-day retention

test. Comparable VM slopes were 59.9 ms at the completion of

training and 76.6 ms at the 2-day retention interval. The CM

group therefore showed an 8.7-ms decrement in performance along

this dimension, while the VM group demonstrated a 16.7-ms

decrement in slope over the course of the 2-day retention period.

As noted above, both groups therefore showed minimal losses in

performance. However, the VM slope decrement was approximately

twice the size of the CM decrement.

Essentially the same pattern of results emerged from

analysis of the 30-day retention interval data. Figure 35 shows

mean reaction time as a function of memory set size and mapping

condition during the last block of training and the first block

of the 30-day retention test. As can be seen in the figure, CM

performance at 30 days shows little difference from the last

block of training. VM performance is also very similar to the

training baseline, but again demonstrates some tendency to
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deteriorate at higher memory set sizes. Tests of simple effects

of memory set on reaction time within the CM and VM conditions on

the first block of the 30-day retention test confirmed these

trends, and showed that memory set size had a reliable effect on

VM reaction times [F(3,24) = 18.13, g <.0011, but not on CM

reaction times [F(3,24) = 1.07, p >.051. A Tukey-A comparison

test performed on the VM data demonstrated the same pattern as

was shown in the 2-day retention analysis, and indicated that

memory-set size-one reaction times differed reliably (p <.05)

from those of all other memory set sizes, and that memory-set

size-two reaction times were shorter than those associated with

memory-set sizes of three and four patterns.

Slopes of the functions illustrated show a level of 17.8 ms

for the CM group during the 30-day retention test and a slope of

81.2 ms in the VM group. The CM group therefore showed a 6.5-ms

slope decrement in performance at 30 days, whereas the VM group

demonstrated a 21.3-ms decrement over a comparable time period.

The deficit in the VM IroLp was therefore approximately three

times greater than the CM deficit, representing an increase in

the relative deficits from those demonstrated at the 2-day

retention interval.

Figure 36 shows mean percent correct responses as a function

of mapping condition in the last trial block of training and the

first test block of the 2-day retention interval and the first

test block of the 30-day retention interval. Mean percent correct

responses in the figure are based on blocks of 40 trials. As can

be seen in the figure, accuracy of responding remained high, but

showed some tendency for small decrements across retention

intervals.

A 2-x-4-x-3 ANOVA comparable to the analysis performed on

the reaction data was conducted on the data illustrated in Figure

36. This analysis evaluated the effects of mapping condition (CM

vs VM), memory set size (1-4), and training/retention blocks
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(last training block vs first 2-day retention block vs first 30-

day retention block) on percent correct performance. Results of

this analysis showed that the main effects of mapping condition

[E(1,8) = 0.34, p >.55], memory set size [E(3,24) = 1.74, p

>.15], and trial blocks EE(2,16) = 1.79, j >.15] were all non-

significant. None of the interactions proved significant. The

results of this analysis are therefore consistent with the trends

noted in Figure 36, and indicate that there was no significant

deterioration in the accuracy of performance over the retention

intervals tested.

Retraining Analysis. In addition to evaluation of retention

of spatial pattern information, comparison of the final trial

block of training with the final trial blocks of retraining under

both the 2-day and 30-day retention intervals permits evaluation

of the effect of relatively short retraining periods on

performance under CM and VM performance conditions. Figure 37

shows mean reaction time as a function of mapping condition for

the last block of training, the last block of the 2-day retention

interval retraining session, and the last block of the 30-day

retention interval retraining session. Mean reaction times

presented in the figure are based on correct responses in blocks

of 40 trials. As was the case with the retention data presented

above, there is a clear effect of mapping condition on

performance at the completion of the training and retraining

sessions, with the CM group demonstrating the advantage. There is

also a trend for the VM group to show an inability to completely

recover the levels of performance achieved at the completion of

original training. This inability is most marked at completion of

the 30-day retention interval retraining.

A 2-x-4-x-3 ANOVA was performed on the data illustrated in

Figure 37 to evaluate the effects of mapping condition (CM vs

VM), memory set size (1-4), and training/retraining blocks (last

training block vs last 2-day retraining block vs last 30-day

retraining block) on performance. This analysis demonstrated a
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significant effect of mapping condition [E(1,8) = 6.29, p <.04],

a main effect of memory set size [E(3,24) = 28.32, p <.001), but

no main effect of retraining blocks [F(2,16) = 1.69, p >.20].

However, the CM/VM x blocks interaction did prove reliable

[E(2,16) = 4.34, p <.04], as did the CM/VM x memory set

interaction [E(3,24) = 12.08, p <.001]. None of the other

interactions were significant.

Tests of simple main effects were conducted to further

investigate the significant CM/VM x training/retraining blocks

interaction. These analyses examined the effect of

training/retraining blocks under CM and VM conditions,

respectively. Neither the CM analysis [E(2,8) = 3.46, p <.10] nor

the VM analysis demonstrated a significant effect of blocks

[E(2,8) = 2.90, p <.15]. Therefore, the tendency for the VM group

to show some deterioration in performance as retraining blocks

progressed was non-significant, as were the variations in

performance within the CM group. The interaction therefore

reflects the tendency for the discrepancy in CM versus VM

performance to become more pronounced at the conclusion of the

30-day retraining session in comparison with the performance

discrepancies at the conclusion of original training and the 2-

day retraining interval.

Figure 38 shows mean reaction time as a function of memory

set size and mapping condition in the last block of training and

the final block of the 30-day retention interval retraining

session. As can be seen in the figure, CM performance at the

conclusion of the retraining session is very similar to that for

the final training block, and actually demonstrates a slight

improvement over original performance levels at some memory set

sizes. VM performance, on the other hand, reflects the trend

noted above and shows a tendency toward decrement at the

conclusion of retraining versus original training levels. As was

the case with the retention data, this tendency is most marked at

the higher memory set sizes.
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Figure 39 illustrates mean percent correct as a function of

mapping condition for the last block of training, the last block

of the 2-day retention interval retraining session, and the last

block of the 30-day retention interval retraining session. As

shown in the figure, response accuracy remained high across

blocks, although there was a slight tendency for accuracy to

decline in the final block of retraining in both the CM and VM

conditions.

A 2-x-4-x-3 ANOVA was conducted on the data illustrated in

Figure 39. This analysis evaluated the effects of mapping

condition, memory set size, and training/retraining blocks (last

training block vs last 2-day retention interval retraining block

vs last 30-day retention interval retraining block) on percent

correct responses. Results of this analysis showed that the main

effect of mapping condition [E(1,8) = 0.24, 1 >.60] was non-

significant, that the effect of trial blocks was marginal

[E(2,16) = 3.49, g <.06], and that the effect of memory set size

[E(3,24) = 3.32, g <.05] was significant. None of the

interactions were reliable. The results of this analysis are

therefore consistent with the trends noted in Figure 39, and

indicate that the decline in perfermance at the conclusion of the

last retraining session approached, but did not attain,

significance.

The results of this experiment indicate that over the 30-day

retention interval that was tested, very minimal losses of

performance occurred within CM memory search performance. A

similar pattern emerged within the VM group, although the trend

toward loss of performance was more marked in this group than in

the CM group. The tendency for losses in performance within the

VM group was most notable at higher memory set sizes, where CM

performance typically demonstrates its greatest superiority over
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VM performance in a memory search paradigm.

There arg important practical implications of these results,

because they suggest that no retraining would be required over

30-day periods to maintain CM memory search performance at

original levels under the conditions of training used in the

current experiment.

The present results therefore extend the work of Pisk et al.

(1990), who reported no loss of CM performance over a 30-day

interval in a pure memory search task with semantic category

information. Given that Fisk et al. did demonstrate some

performance loss over 30 days in a hybrid visual/memory search

paradigm, future research should examine the issue of the

retention of spatial pattern information within either a visual

search paradigm or a hybrid visual/memory search task.

Additional areas for research that would be important to C2

operator training applications include an examination of

retention functions for the more complex dynamic spatial patterns

investigated in Experiment 3. Similar work should be conducted

with the rule-based alphanumeric task investigated in Experiments

4 and 5. Both of these types of information are representative of

information that must be processed within the context of some C2

systems, and it would therefore be important to extend the

current findings to these areas as well.

Experiments 5 and 6 investigated the transfer that occurred

within a complex alphanumeric rule-based task and a task that

required search for dynamic spatial pattern information,

respectively. The pattern of transfer exhibited in Experiment 5

was consistent with expectations, and suggested a tendency for

positive transfer to untrained exemplars of trained rules with

the alphanumeric information investigated. As noted previously,
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such transfer would be extremely important to eventual

applications of an automatic-processing-based approach to C2

operator training. The results of the pre-transfer phase of

Experiment 5 are also significant because they provide stronger

evidence of CM vs hybrid VM differences than were obtained at the

conclusion of training in Experiment 4. These results suggest

that some characteristics of automatic processing had begun to

emerge at this point in training with the complex rule-based

alphanumeric task. Future research should therefore examine the
effects of more extensive training with this complex task, and

should also include a higher level of memory load than used here

to provide a possibly more sensitive test of CM vs hybrid VM

differences.

Experiment 6 provided no evidence of a differential effect

on CM or VM performance of transfer to a higher workload

condition than had been previously trained. As noted above, the

capability to evaluate any such differences was compromised by

the modest differences in CM vs VM performance established during

training. Future research with complex spatial pattern

information should examine this transfer issue with the hybrid

visual/memory search paradigm employed in Experiment 3. This work

should also employ a more extensive transfer period than that

used in the present experiment.

Finally, the last experiment in this series dealt with the

issue of retention of static spatial pattern information

representing classes of movement that must be processed by

operators of some C2 systems. The results of this experiment

demonstrated no reliable loss of CM performance over a 30-day

retention interval. This finding has important implications for

the capability to maintain automatic processing of static spatial

information in memory search over the period tested, and should

be extended to dynamic spatial pattern information and to complex

alphanumeric information as well. Additional research should also

be conducted to examine retention in a visual search paradigm
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with these types of materials because the results of Fisk et al.

(1990) suggest that the retention function in this paradigm may

be different from that in the memory search paradigm used here.

IV. PROMPTING AS AN AID IN ACQUIRING
COMPLEX SPATIAL PATTERN DETECTION SKILLS

As noted previously, extensive training is required before

automatic performance can be realized with the type of high-

performance skills required of Air Force C2 operators. Schneider

(1985), for example, defined high-performance skills as those

requiring in excess of 100 hours of training, and noted that

training programs for these skills often have very high failure

rates.

There is little evidence to indicate that difficult skills

can be quickly automatized using present techniques.

Nevertheless, the high cost of extended training in complex

skills, such as represented by the simulated weather pattern

detection task described in Experiments 2 and 6, stresses the

need to explore procedures that might potentially reduce the

required training time.

The choice reaction time paradigm is a well-defined

laboratory paradigm that is analogous to target detection

procedures. If the usual choice reaction task is altered such

that stimulus alternatives are markedly increased in number and

complexity, then choice reaction closely parallels the target

detection found in the simulated weather pattern detection task.

Wickens (1984) described factors affecting choice reactions, and

these can also be related to target detection. Major influences

on choice reaction/target detection include the following

classifications: (a) amount of training provided; (b) stimulus

discriminability, in particular the similarity of the targets and

distractors; (c) stimulus-response compatibility, the learned or

naturally occurring correspondence between stimulus and response;
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and (d) number of stimulus alternatives, and amount of

information processed as revealed by the Hick-Hyman relationship

(Hick, 1952; Hyman, 1953).

For at least simple detections of targets versus noise, the

interrelated requirements of training trials, information

processing, and stimulus discriminability could easily be

satisfied for highly discriminable as opposed to poorly

discriminable targets. Therefore, given compatible stimulus-

response channels, high rates of target detection would be

expected.

Based upon the above considerations, a training model was

developed which places the major emphasis in target detection

training on the variable of target enhancement. Altering the

detectability of targets as a training function compresses the

problem of how to train subjects to detect targets to a more

focused problem of how to shift from artificially enhanced

targets but still maintain the detectability and detection rate

shown under the aided conditions. In effect, given easily noticed

targets and compatible response methods, the task of training

becomes one of how to maintain the already achieved levels of

performance after the target prompting is removed.

From a cybernetic point of view (e.g., Ashby, 1956;

Sommerhof, 1974), placing major emphasis on target aiding could

be described as transforming the variety represented in methods

and techniques of normal training procedures into the variety of

target modulations, to bring about the same goal of a highly

trained subject. The experimental question from this perspective

is whether the time rate of information transfer between the task

essentials and subjects-arcquired abilities would be increased

with use of this training strategy, thereby permitting more

training in less training time or improved skill in the same

time.
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To initiate some evaluation of target-Lvased training, a

modification was made to the software controlling the simulated

weather pattern detection task researched in Experiments 2 and 6

of this report. A modified experimental program (MXP) was

implemented for AFHRL by SRL, Inc. to provide a number of

elementary methods for prompting the detection of a target's

occurrence on the search display. These features included

controls that were designated (a) target intensity, which

brightens target pixel intensity in relative units ranging from 0

to 64,000; (b) noise intensity, which brightens noise pixels from

0 to 64,000; and (c) auditory volume, which provides tone pulses

concurrent with target pixels in a volume range ranging from 0 to

250 in relative units.

The features of target intensity, noise intensity, and

auditory volume also permitted control for either incrementing or

decrementing the settings automatically after each training trial

or trial block. Prompting could be incremented, or faded away, in

linear steps throughout the training session. No provisions were

installed for nonlinear changes, for reversing direction of the

linear changes as a function of trials, for adaptive control of

target intensity, or for rapidly switching between types of

stimulus enhancements.

The decrementing function was incorporated into the system

because it was hypothesized that prompting, if not removed during

training, would be deleterious to the learning process. Prompts

not properly reduced within training could easily promote a

dependency upon the prompted features of the target, and thereby

preclude a trainee's searching for and detecting the nonprompted

features as they exist in the normal state.

A simplified mode of response was installed to optimize the

stimulus-response compatibility feature referred to above. To

implement a compatible response mode, the visual display of the

weather detection trainer was marked off in quadrants and
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referenced to a four-key arrangement of keys on the computer

keyboard. The design principle was one of expediting the response

portion of the target detection task so that this aspect of the

training would not be a hindrance to rapid reporting of detected

targets. This response mode was essentially the same as that used

in Experiment 3, and was expected to provide increased target-

related processing time for skill acquisition.

An_..l.ai_•.i~aL__E.y.•J ~tJ.n. Qf._P•r.Ee_.ta_1_ ._r •mting__•_n
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The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the effects

in the simulated weather pattern detection task of providing both

visual and auditory prompts that were synchronized in time with

the appearance of individual target elements. The visual prompt

also provided information concerning the exact location of the

target on the visual display.

The primary aim of the experiment was to assess evidence for

the advantage of prompting using the MXP system in relation to

the performance variables of target detection rate, mean search

time per trial, and correctness of detection performance. The

scope of this first study did not include an assessment of the

value of prompted training upon subsequent performance without

prompting.

A second purpose of the present experiment was to obtain an

initial evaluation of the MXP system which (a) provided software

control of the experimental target and target-related

enhancements, and (b) formed the basis of the training

experiments discussed below.
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MethJeo

5AbjJe . Subjects were 12 University of Dayton students.

They were given one unit of research credit toward the

fulfillment of the research requirement of their introductory

psychology course.

A•ppaat•sj. The experiment used an Apple Macintosh IIx

computer and a 19-inch, high-resolution PCPC color monitor.

Responses were made on standard numeric keys placed on the right

side of an extended keyboard. Each of four keys was coordinated

to one of four designated quadrants of the CRT display according

to the following scheme: (a) key 7, upper left quadrant; (b) key

9, upper right quadrant; (c) key 1, lower left quadrant; and (d)

key 3, lower right quadrant. The right side of the keyboard was

covered except for openings for the four numeric keys. Auditory

prompts were presented through the built-in speaker of the

computer. All timing was performed by the software program. Time

values were recorded in units that approximated actual time and

were consistent across the experimental conditions.

Pros . Subjects were instructed in the same general type

of weather detection pattern task described in Experiment 3. This

task required that the subjects view a search display divided

into adjacent quadrants. Background noise was present in all four

quadrants, and one of the quadrants included the critical weather

pattern. Subjects were required to press a key on the extended

keyboard that corresponded to the quadrant containing the target

pattern. Response time was measured from the appearance of the

target on the display until the subject pressed one of the

designated keys on the keyboard.

In the initial instructions and practice trials, subjects

were familiarized with the general task, the keyboard response

requirements, and the sequence of stimulus presentations. The

latter included descriptions of the feedback provided with each
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trial, which indicated whether the subject's response, or lack of

response, was a "hit," a "miss," or a "failure to respond."

Before training, each subject was given six practice trials. The

first trial used target prompting with target pixel intensity set

at 64,000 units and background noise pixel intensity set at

32,000. On the remaining five trials of practice, both target and

noise intensities were set at 64,000. All subjects were

encouraged to quickly search for, identify, and report the

quadrant within which the target appeared by pressing one of the

four keys coordinated to quadrants on the CRT.

In the training session, six subjects received 32 trials of

training using a sequence of 8-trial blocks which began with a

prompted block. The remaining six subjects received a sequence

that began with a non-prompted block. Prompted and non-prompted

blocks were alternated for each group.

There was an identical sequence of target locations

programmed to appear in the various quadrants for both prompted

and non-prompted training conditions. The only differences

between the prompted and non-prompted conditions were that the

prompted condition included an auditory pulse synchronized with

the appearance of Aach target pixel on the CRT, and noise

intensity was set at a value of 32,000 instead of 64,000. All

other task-related conditions were equivalent.

Stimulus Materia!•. The MXP system was used to control the

prompting variables. Conditions of training used the following

prompts and task-related settings: (a) target pixel intensity:

64,000; (b) noise intensity: 32,000; (c) auditory volume: 40; (d)

trace decay: 4,000; (e) noise level: 8; (f) refresh rate: 5; (g)

target selected: 1; and (h) lag time: I. The condition of non-

prompted training used the same settings except for noise

intensity, which was set at 64,000, and auditory volume, which

was turned off.
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De.ig Three independent variables were included in the

design: (a) prompting of target vs non-prompting of target, which

represented a within-subjects variable; (b) number of sessions

(back-to-back blocks of 16 trials) of continuous training, which

also represented a within-subjects variable; and (c) sequence of

prompted vs. non-prompted conditions, which represented a

between-subjects variable used to control for effects of sequence

of training conditions.

The independent variables were evaluated by means of three

dependent variables: (a) target detection rate, (b) search time,

and (c) percentage of correct detections. Target detection rate

was a measure based upon the number of targets detected per

minute of search time. Search time was defined as the time

duration in seconds commencing with the appearance of the target

on the display and continuing until either a response was made by

the subject or a trial was terminated by a failure to respond.

The measure of search time reflected the mean times of searches

that ended in a target detection or hit, a miss, or a failure to

respond. Percentage of correct detections reflected the number

of hits compared to the combined number of hits, misses, and

failures to respond.

Target Detection Rate. Mean target detection rate in the

weather pattern detection task as a function of prompted vs non-

prompted training and sessions is illustrated in Figure 40. The

means shown in Figure 40 are based on correct detections by

subjects. As shown in the figure, prompted training (PT) vs non-

prompted training (NPT) and training sessions had an effect upon

target detection rate. Mean target detection rates were

consistently higher for the PT condition compared to the NPT

condition, and both conditions yielded higher target detection

rates as a function of practice.
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A 2-x-2-x-2 ANOVA was performed on the measures of target

detection rate to analyze the effects of two types of training

(PT vs NPT), two sequences of training condition (PT, NPT, PT,

NPT vs NPT, PT, NPT, PT), and two sessions of training (two back-

to-back sessions of 16 trials each). Type of training and

training sessions were within-subject factors whereas sequence of

training condition was a between-subjects factor. This analysis

showed that the effects of type of training [F(1,10) = 22.93, p

<.01] and training sessions [F(1,10) = 17.58, p <.01] were

reliable. The effect of sequence of training conditions, a

control factor, was not significant [(F1,10) = .16, p >.05]. The

interaction of type of training with training sessions [F(1,10)

5.23, D <.05] was the only significant interaction.

The effect of PT in producing higher rates of target

detection is consistent with the expectation that brighter-

appearing elements would stand out in a context of dimmer-

appearing elements. Additionally, the tone pulses sounding with

each appearance of a target pixel subjectively appeared to foster

a more intense search effort, once it was made definite that a

target was currently appearing on the search display.

The effect of sessions of training is consistent with the

expected effect of practice upon time required to detect targets

in similar search tasks. The significant interaction found

between sequence of training condition and session of training is

interpretable from Figure 40. The difference between the PT

condition and the NPT condition in Session 2 is greater than in

Session 1. Apparently, prompted training was differentially more

improved in target detection rate as a function of practice than

was non-prompted training.

Search Tim. Mean time of target search is shown in Figure

41 as a function of the PT/NPT conditions and training sessions.

As depicted in the figure, the task conditions of PT/NPT and

sessions had an effect upon mean search time. Mean search time
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was shorter for the PT compared to the ,iPT conditions, and was

also shorter as a function of training session.

A 2-x-2-x-2 ANOVA was performed on the measures of mean

search timE t assess the effects of two types of training (PT vs

NPT), two sequences of training conditicn (PT, NPT, PT, NPT vs

NPT, PT, NPT. PT), and two sessions of training (two back-to-back

sessions of 16 trials each). Once again, type of training and

braining sessions were within-subject factors whereas sequence of

train;.1Q condition was a between-subjects factor. This analysis

demonstrated that the effects of type of training [E(1,10) =

20.83, p <.01] and training sessions [F 1,10) = 12.45, p <.01]

were significant. The effect of sequence of training conditions,

a control factor, was not significant [E(1,10) = .006, p >.05].

None of the interactions were significant.

Because responses to targets were largely correct detections

(approximately 95 percent of the responses resulted in correct

detections of target location), it would be expected that mean

search time would closely parallel target detection rate, with

shorter search times being associated with higher target

detection rates. Thus, the interpretations offered above to the

analysis of target detection rate would also generally apply to

the findings related to type of training and sessions of

training, using the measure of mean search time. As shown 'n

Figure 41, mean search time was reliably shorter for the PT

condition vs the NPT condition, and was reliably shorter for both

PT and NPT as a function of practice.

AQQGr&•y_•fQnding. Figure 42 shows the percentage of

correct detections a.3 a function of PT/NPT conditions and

training sessions. As displayed in the figure, percentages of

correct detections were consistently high across both training

conditions and sessions of training.

A 2-x-2-x-2 ANOVA was performed on the measures of correct
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detection to analyze the effects of two types of training (PT vs

NPT), two sequences of training condition (PT, NPT, PT, NPT vs

NPT, PT, NPT, PT), and two sessions of training (two back-to-back

sessions of 16 trials each). As in previous analyses, the

sequence of training was a between-subjects factor whereas type

of training conditions and training sessions were within-subject

factors. None of the factors or interactions of factors reached

statistical significance. The high detection rates and the

general lack of response error found in this study probably

reflect the use of relatively low values of background noise

level, refresh rate, and the restriction of targets to a single

target.

Diussion/Recommendations

From the above findings, it is clear that the higher target

detection rate and shorter mean search time both confirm the

assistance of target prompting in this type of task. A very large

number of possible combinations of tone and pixel prompting are

possible with the MXP system, and would require many separate

evaluations using traditional methods. However, given that

prompting is effective, it does provide the basis for

investigating the usefulness of this training procedure for

transfer to a subsequent task that will not have target

enhancement available.

During the course of the study, it became evident that a

marked tim6 savings in the basic evaluation of different types of

prompting would be obtained if the MXP system permitted a

programmable change in type and level of prompting with each

trial. The ability to randomly sample different prompt types and

levels would permit a within-subjects evaluation. This ability

would eliminate much of the requirement for numerous subjects and

a larger set of trials to stabilize the response data. With

trial-by-trial variations, many different types of cueing could

be assessed at many levels of magnitude for the same subject. It
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would also provide an efficient means to determine if a certain

magnitude of aiding produced any detectable difference.

Exper-irmen-t_9
An In•ti.a. EyaluaitQn -of TargetDetecition
PerfQrmance Withou't P.rQmPtJngFQllQwjing

Training wi..th Prompting

P '.rpo s e

The key purpose of the present experiment was to explore the

effects of training under prompted target conditions upon

subsequent performance under non-prompted test conditions.

Additionally, this experiment served to gather further

information concerning prompted performance, especially that

based upon decremented prompting. The experiment also provided

the opportunity to make additional observations related to

possible modifications to the MXP system.

Prompting would be expected to incur a dependency upon such

aiding as a function of trials in training under prompted

conditions. The present research was designed as an initial

assessment of training using the decremented prompting feature of

the MXP system. It was assumed that decremented prompting might

alleviate the problem of dependency upon detection aids but still

accrue greater overall benefits in training.

Met hQ d

5u•Q/t. Subjects were 12 University of Dayton students.
They received one unit of research credit toward the fulfillment

of research requirements of their introductory psychology course

for each hour of participation.

A.pjarats. The experiment used the same Apple Macintosh IIx
computer and high-resolution, 19-inch PCPC color monitor as used
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in Experiment 8. Responses were made on the numeric keys located

on the right side of an extended keyboard. Each of four keys was

coordinated to the four quadrants of the CRT display: (a) key 7,

upper left quadrant; (b) key 9, upper right quadrant; (c) key 1,

lower left quadrant; and (d) key 3, lower right quadrant. The

right side of the keyboard was covered except for openings for

the four numeric keys.

PrQGQeQUr.e. Subjects were instructed in the same basic type
of weather detection pattern task reported earlier. This task

required that the subjects view a search display divided into

adjacent quadrants. Background noise was present in all four

quadrants, and one of the quadrants included the critical weather

pattern. Subjects were required to press a key on the extended

keyboard that corresponded to the quadrant containing the target

pattern. Response time was measured from the appearance of the

target on the search display until the subject pressed one of the

designated keys on the keyboard.

In the initial instruction and practice session, subjects

were instructed in the general weather pattern detection task,

the four-key response requirements for reporting detected
targets, the sequence of stimulus presentations, and the feedback

displayed after each trial. This feedback indicated whether the

response or lack of response was a "hit," a "miss," or a "failure

to respond." Subjects were guided through eight trials of

practice. For six of the subjects, designated the prompted group,

the target intensity on the first practice trial was set at

64,000 and the noise intensity was set at 16,000. This was done

to demorstrate the nature of the visual prompting that would be

used during the actual training sessions of the experiment for

this group. In the subseqrent seven practice trials, both target

and noise intensities were set at 64,000. For the remaining six

subjects, designated the non-prompted group, both target and

noise pixel intensity were set at 64,000 on all practice trials.

Every subject was encouraged to quickly search for, identify, and
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report the quadrant within which the target appeared, by pressing

one of the four keys coordinated to quadrants on the CRT.

Over three daily sessions of 48 trials, the prompted group

received training using a decremented prompting procedure.

Prompting consisted of the noise intensity being set at a lower

level than target intensity. Prompting was decremented by

starting noise intensity at a level of 16,000 and then increasing

the noise intensity in steps of 1,200 units after each trial.
Noise levels started with a stimulus value of 16,000 on Trial 1

of each session and ended with a value of 64,000 on Trial 40 of

each session. On Trials 41 to 48 of each session, both target and

noise intensities were maintained at 64,000.

The non-prompted group received non-prompted training

conditions over the three daily sessions of 48 trials. For this

group, the noise and target pixel intensities were maintained at

a level of 64,000 on all trials of all sessions. Trials 41 to 48

of each session were designated test trials for both the prompted

and non-prompted groups.

Target locations were randomly assigned on each trial of

each session. However, all subjects received the same target
locations and noise patterns on corresponding trials of each

session.

Stimulus Materials. The MXP system was used to control the

prompting variables. The following settings were used in the

basic weather pattern detection task: (a) noise level: 22; (b)

refresh rate: 5; (c) lag time: 1; (d) trace decay: 4,000; and (e)

target selected: 1. The following settings related to the

prompting variable were used: (a) noise intensity start: 16,000;

(b) noise intensity delta: +1,200; and (c) target intensity:

64,000.
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esig. Three independent variables were included in the

design: (a) decremented pixel prompting of targets vs non-

prompting of targets; (b) three repeated sessions of the

identical 48 trials of training over 3 days; and (c) four blocks

of 10 training trials, followed by one block of 8 test trials.

The first variable was a between-subjects variable, whereas the

latter two were within-subjects variables. Six subjects received

decremented prompting in three repeated sessions over 3 days,

whereas the remaining six subjects received non-prompted training

in three repeated sessions over 3 days. Except for the

decremented prompting, the non-prompted and prompted subjects had

identical task conditions.

Three dependent variables were related to the design: (a)

mean target detection rate; (b) mean search time based upon hits,

misses, and failures to respond; and (c) mean percentage of

correct detections.

_TArlgetDetection Rate. Mean target detection rate in the

weather pattern search task, as a function of prompted vs non-

prompted targets, is illustrated in Figure 43. The means shown

represent the mear, target detection rate for each of the training

blocks and the test block, after collapsing trial blocks across

the three daily sessions. The values are based on correct

detections by subjects. As shown in the figure, task conditions

of PT/NPT and trial blocks had a clear effect upon target

detection rate. Mean target detection rates were initially higher

for the prompted condition compared to the non-prompted

condition. For the non-prompted subjects, mean target detection

rates increased throughout the training. For the prompted

subjects, on the other hand, mean detection rates decreased from

a high value in the early highly prompted trial blocks to a value

comparable to the non-prompted subjects in the later test trials.
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A 2-x-5 ANOVA was performed on the measures of target

detection rates to analyze the effects of two types of training

(PT vs NPT) and five blocks of trials. The former was a between-

subjects factor and the latter a within-subjects factor. The

first four blocks consisted of 10 trials of training, whereas the

last block included 8 trials that served as a test condition of

non-prompted trials. The analysis revealed a significant effect

for type of training [F(1,10) = 11.66, p ý.05]. A significant

effect for trial blocks [F(4,40) = 22.58, p <.01] was also found,

as was a significant interaction of type of training x trial

blocks [F(4,40) = 45.32, p <.01].

A 2-x-3 ANOVA was conducted on target detection rates during

the block of test trials to analyze the effects of the two types

of training (PT vs NPT) and three sessions of test trials. This

analysis found type of training (PT vs NPT) did not reach

significance, but the sessions effect was found significant

[E(1,10) = 6.76, p <.05]. The interaction was not statistically

significant. Figure 44 shows the increase in target detection

rates for both PT and NPT subjects as a function of performance

in test trials over the three sessions. It supports the

interpretation that performance was improving for all subjects as

a function of sessions of training, but does not support the

hypothesis that target-enhanced training is an advantage.

e_&r_ý_ime.. Mean time of target search is shown in Figure

45 as a function of the PT/NPT conditions and trial blocks. The

means shown represent the mean search time for each of the

training blocks and the test block after collapsing trial blocks

across the three sessions. As depicted in the figure, task

conditions of PT/NPT and sessions had an effect upon mean search

time. Mean search time was initially shorter for the PT vs the

NPT condition but increased throughout the trial blocks, as

prompting was reduced, to become comparable to the NPT condition

during the test block.
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A 2-x-5 ANOVA was performed on the measure of search time to

analyze the effects of two types of training (PT vs NPT) and five

blocks of training. The first four blocks were 10 trials each and

the last block was 8 trials serving as a test condition. PT vs

NPT was a between-subjects factor and trial blocks was a within-

subjects factor. The analysis revealed significant effects for

type of training [F(1,10) = 7.20, g <.05] and trial blocks

[E(4,40) = 10.15, D <.01), and a significant type of training x

trial blocks interaction [E(4,40) = 33.24, D <.01]. Figure 45

shows that as the prompting was removed, mean search time for

prompted subjects increased with each block of trials. Non-

prompted subjects showed a trend of decreasing search time across

trial blocks. The different levels of search time for the two

training conditions describe the effect of type of training,

whereas the different directions of the change of levels relate

to the interaction found between type of training and trial

blocks. The effect of trial blocks on mean search time can be

interpreted as related to the fact that mean search time

increased more rapidly for prompted subjects than it decreased

for non-prompted subjects. Thus, the overall effect of trial

blocks was an increase in mean search time.

The critical factor of performance in test trials was the

subject of a second 2-x-3 ANOVA, which analyzed the effect of PT

vs NPT as a function of blocks of test trials across three

sessions of training. Type of training was the between-subjects

factor and sessions served as the within-subjects factor. The

analysis revealed that only sessions produced a reliable effect

on mean search time [E(2,20) = 4.06, D <.05]. The effects of

sessions and NPT vs PT conditions are depicted in Figure 46,

which shows that performance improved across sessions of

training. However, as with target detection rate, the effect of

prompting on mean search time revealed an effect limited to the

prompted trials. With the removal of prompting during the test

trials, mean search time became equivalent under the two training

conditions.
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AQJ•-_aCQnlu_ n Jg.nJg. Figure 47 shows mean percentage of

correct detections as a function of trial blocks within sessions.

Initially under high prompting, the prompted group made a greater

percentage of correct detections than the non-prompted group.

However, as training continued and prompting was lowered in

level, the mean percentages of correct detections between PT and

NPT became more alike. A 2-x-5 ANOVA was carried out to evaluate

the effect of type of training and trials upon mean percentage of

correct detections. The between-subjects factor was type of

training (PT vs NPT) and the within-subjects factor was trial

blocks (after collapsing across sessions). The analysis showed

that type of training ff(1,10) = 7.47, p <.05] and the

interaction of type of training x trial blocks [E(4,40) = 10.02,

p <.01] were statistically reliable. As shown in Figure 47, the

different levels of correct detections between PT and NPT account

for the effect of type of training. The interaction effect is

revealed in the tendency for PT to decline in correct detections

and NPT to increase in correct detections.

In a second 2-x-3 ANOVA, percentage of correct detections

was analyzed with respect to test trials across the three

sessions of training. This analysis revealed only a main effect

of sessions [E(2,20)= 8.35, p <.01]. Figure 48 depicts the change

in correct detections as a function of sessions and PT vs NPT

training conditions. Just as with the measures of target

detection rate and search time, PT was initially superior in

percentages of correct detections, but this initial superiority

declined across sessions and was eventually eliminated.

All three performance measures show essentially the same

pattern of results. Results indicate that prompting during

training was associated with superior performance under prompted

test conditions but failed to significantly affect performance
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during test trials in which prompting was removed.

Based upon the shorter search times with prompted training

procedures, it is recommended that the MXP system be modified to

permit new targets to appear immediately after a response is

made. Coupled to this change should be the installation of a

nonlinear decrementing procedure to permit a greater variety in

the decrementing function. Both changes are based on the need to

allow more targets to be detected per unit search time, while

providing for flexible programming of different patterns of

reduction in prompts.

Exgeriment 10
.ThEfQ f Target Prompting on Tar etDetectiQn

asiuEit1in of Time-Based Traininq

The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the effects

on target detection performance of providing enhanced visibility

of targets relative to non-targets under conditions that differed

from those used in the previous experiments. The central issue

was the same as that investigated in Experiment 9, and concerned

the effects of prompted training on performance under non-

prompted conditions that occurred subsequent to training. The

experiment manipulated the decrementing of prompting in sessions

instead of trials. Also, the task difficulty level was higher

than in Experiment 8. It was judged important in these initial

studies to make a comparison between prompted vs non-prompted

training with a level of task difficulty considered high for

beginning trainees in the weather pattern detection task.

An addit- onal objective of this experiment was to explore

the use of time-based training in the weather pattern detection

task. The time-based training concept was based upon the

expectation that prompted subjects might benefit from a possibly
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greater number of training trials that could be completed in the

same training time allocated to non-prompted subjects.

. Subjects were 10 University of Dayton students.

They were paid $4.00 per hour for their participation. In

addition, subjects were awarded a bonus payment of $1.00 per hour

for appearing on time for each of the scheduled experimental

sessions.

ADa . The experiment used the same Macintosh IIx

computer and high-resolution, 19-inch PCPC color monitor as that

used in Experiments 7 and 8. Responses were made on the numeric

keys located on the right side of an extended keyboard. Each of

four keys was coordinated to the four quadrants of the CRT

display: (a) key 7: upper left quadrant; (b) key 9: upper right

quadrant; (c) key 1: lower left quadrant; and (d) key 3: lower

right quadrant. The right side of the keyboard was covered except

for openings for the four numeric keys. Auditory prompts were

presented through the built-in speaker of the computer.

Procediua. Subjects were instructed in the same basic type

of weather pattern detection task reported earlier. This task

required that the subjects view a search display divided into

quadrants adjacent to one another. Background noise was present

in all four quadrants, and one of the quadrants included a target

weather pattern. Subjects were required to press a key on the

extended keyboard that corresponded to the quadrant containing

the target pattern. Response time was measured from the

appearance of the target on the search display until the subject

pressed one of the designated keys on the keyboard.

In the initial instruction and practice session, subjects

were familiarized with the general weather pattern detection

task, the keyboard response requirements, and the sequence of
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stimulus presentations. Subjects were also familiarized with the

post-trial feedback system that indicated if the subject's

response or lack of response was a "hit," a "miss, or a "failure

to respond."

Subjects were guided through 16 practice trials using each

of four targets. The targets selected were numbers 1, 2, 7, and 8

in the MXP system. Subjects were encouraged to quickly search

for, identify, and report via keyboard response the demonstrated

targets.

In the first of four training sessions, the five subjects

performing the task under PT conditions had target intensity set

at 64,000, whereas the five subjects serving under NPT conditions

used target intensity settings of 32,000. Prompted subjects--in

their first session only--also received auditory prompting during

the first 30 training trials.

The non-prompted group maintained the same target intensity

values over the four training sessions. The prompted subjects

received decrements in target pixel intensity on each of three

daily sessions following the first session. On Day 2, prompted

subjects received targets set at 48,000 intensity units; on Day

3, the targets were set at 40,000 units; and on Day 4, the target

intensity was set at a level of 32,000 units. The background

noise intensity level for all subjects was maintained at 32,000

units across all sessions.

Target locations were randomly assigned by the MXP system

for each trial on the first session. Identical sequences of

target and noise patterns were then repeated in each of the three

subsequent sessions.

Each subject's training time per session was monitored and

limited to 50 minutes. After the first 25 minutes of training,
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subjects received a 5-minute break followed by an additional 25

minutes of training.

Stimulus Material.. The MXP system, previously described

above, was used to control the displayed noise and target pixels

making up the subject's search field. The following conditions

were programmed: (a) one of four targets was used on each trial;

(b) noise level: 22; (c) trace decay: 1,000; (d) refresh rate:

10; (e) noise intensity: 32,000; and (f) lag time: 1. For the

non-prompted conditions, target intensity was set at 32,000. For

prompted subjects, target intensity settings varied over the

sessions with the following associated session and intensity

values: (a) Session 1: 64,000; (b) Session 2: 48,000; (c) Session

3: 40,000; and (d) Session 4: 32,000.

Desinn. Two independent variables were represented in the

design: (a) target prompting vs no target prompting which

represented a between-subjects variable; and (b) training

sessions, which represented a within-subjects variable. Each

subject participated in four 50-minute training sessions. Target

aiding consisted of pixel prompting, and four steps of

decrementing magnitude of prompt were employed across the four

training sessions. In addition, 30 trials of decrementing tone

prompts were used in the first 30 trials of the first training

session. Five subjects received prompted training, and five

subjects received non-prompted training.

Four dependent variables were related to the design: (a)

target detection rate; (b) mean search time per session, based

upon hits, misses, and failures to respond; (c) number of correct

detections; and (d) trials completed.

Target-rDelcinA-te. Mean rate cIf target detection in the

weather pattern search task as a function of prompted vs non-
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prompted targets and sessions is illustrated in Figure 49. The

means shown are based on correct detections by subjects. As shown

in the figure, PT vs NPT and sessions had an effect upon target

detection rate. Mean target detection rates during the early

sessions of training were higher for the prompted subjects

compared to those for the non-prompted subjects. However, target

detection rates for prompted subjects fell below those for the

non-prompted subjects during the final session.

A 2-x-4 ANOVA was performed on the measures of target

detection rates to analyze the effects of two types of training

(PT vs NPT) and four sessions of training. Type of training was a

between-subjects factor, whereas training sessions was a within-

subjects factor. The only significant effect demonstrated by this

analysis was the type of training x sessions interaction

,F(3,24)= 4.66, p <.05]. This interaction appears to be

represented in Figure 49 as an initial advantage of target

detection performance for the prompted subjects. A separate t-

test applied to the mean scores based on the fourth or test

session found no support for the existence of a significant

difference between responses of subjects trained with prompted

targets compared to those trained without prompts. As in

Experiment 9 above, there was no indication of an advantage to

prompting which lasted beyond the use of prompts.

S•Qar-bime. Mean time of target search is shown in Figure

50 as a function of the PT-NPT conditions and training sessions.

As depicted in the figure, PT vs NPT had an effect upon mean

search time during the early sessions of training. Mean search

time was shorter for the PT condition compared to the NPT

condition. Over the four sessions, mean search time increased for

the prompted subjects but decreased for the non-prompted

subjects. Both groups taken together first showed a relative

decrease in search time, then a slight rise in search times as a

function of sessions.
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A 2-x-4 ANOVA was performed on the measures of mean search

time to statistically evaluate the effects of type of training

(PT vs NPT) and training sessions. This analysis found that only

the within-subjects factor of sessions [E(3,24) = 3.14, p <.05]

and the interaction between type of training and sessions

[.E(3,24) = 3.38, p <.05] reached significance. This interaction

effect is represented in Figure 50 by the lengthening of search

time for prompted subjects over sessions at the same time that

non-prompted subjects were exhibiting shorter search times. The

effect of sessions is reflected in the groups taken together

showing a differential level in search times as a function of

sessions. A separate t-test was applied to prompted vs non-

prompted mean search times in Session 4, the test session. No

evidence was found that a significant difference existed between

the mean search times of prompted vs non-promoted subjects in the

test session. Again, as was the case in Experiment 9, performance

became quite similar in mean search time as prompting was

removed. The present result suggests that the effects of

prompting do not endure subsequent to the prompted sessions.

However, as in Experiment 9 above, the finding concerning search

time supports a possible advantage of using prompted training.

With prompting, it appears that it takes less time overall Lo

achieve approximately equivalent performance to that achieved

with non-prompted training.

Accuracy of Resoonding. Mean number of correct detections

as a function of PT vs NPT and sessions is shown in Figure 51.

The figure shows that number of correct detections varied as a

function of prompting condition. Correct detections were more

frequent in the prompted group as compared to the non-prompted

group in the early sessions. By the last session, the advantage

of prompting had disappeared and was reversing in direction.

A 2-x-4 ANOVA was performed on the measure of number of hits

to analyze effects of PT vs NPT training and four sessions of

training. Only the interaction between type of training and
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sessions proved to be significant [E(3,24) = 4.46, p <.05]. The

interaction effect is evident in Figure 51, as illustrated by the

decreasing number of correct detections in prompted subjects and

the increasing number of correct detections by non-prompted

subjects. A i-test was applied to the values for prompted vs non-

prompted in the test session. The results of the analysis did not

support the existence of a difference in the performance during

the test session. As was the case with target detection rate and

mean search time, the advantage of prompted training was not

shown in the accuracy measure when prompting was removed.

Differences in training under prompting vs non-prompting

conditions were therefore not maintained during the test session.

Irta]_P•ErQr~P. Mean number of training trials performed

as a function of PT and NPT training in 50-minute training

sessions is illustrated in Figure 52. As portrayed in the figure,

prompted subjects performed a greater number of trials in the

early sessions but then declined in the number of trials achieved

when prompting levels were reduced. Non-prompted subjects

achieved fewer trials than prompted subjects in early sessions

but by Session 3, were approaching the performance of prompted

subjects.

A 2-x-4 ANOVA was performed on the measure of number of
trials achieved to analyze effects of type of training (PT vs

NPT) and four sessions of training. The main effect of

training sessions [-E(3,24)= 3.23, p <.05) and the interaction

between type of training and sessions [E(3,24)= 3.14, p <.05]

proved significant. The sessions effect is apparent in Figure 52

as a sharp rise in number of trials performed in the early

sessions, followed by a decline in later sessions. The

interaction effect reflects the fact that prompted subjects

started at a relatively greater number of trials in early

sessions but declined in the later stages of training, while non-
prompted subjects generally increased in trials performed. A •-

test applied to the scores in the test session did not support a
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hypothesis of a differential number of trials completed between

the PT and NPT conditions. Again, as in other measures above, no

support was found for a training benefit to derive from

conditions of prompting.

In Experiment 9 and in the present experiment, it is

possible that the target-aiding levels used and the rate of

decrementing of prompting may have nullified the role of the

higher rates of target detection obtained via the target

enhancements. Additional research should explore the use of

different target-aiding levels and decrementing functions.

The use of time-based training in the current experiment was not

fully supported in the MXP training system. The present program

does not allow a subject to stop practicing after a certain time

period and then resume practice at that point in a subsequent

session after the training system has been turned off. This

precludes the use of slowly decrementing prowipt levels across

several daily sessions. It is highly recommended this feature be

installed, so that prolonged training in prompted conditions can

be supported with trial-by-trial decrements in prompt level.

The results across the three experiments reported in this

section support the expectation that increased visibility of

targets would be associated with better performance when target

aiding was in effect. What is uncertain is whether the prompting,

as used in these initial studies, demonstrated any advantage

lasting beyond the time aiding was available.

The most positive aspect possibly lies in the finding of a

lack of significant difference during tests of the performance of

prompted versus non-prompted subjects on the measures of target

detection rate and mean time of search. This lack of a
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statistically reliable advantage at test may obscure the evidence

presented earlier (Experiments 8 and 9) concerning a

statistically significant time of search advantage during

training. Qualified by the fact that these initial studies used

relatively few trials and subjects, the tentative finding of a

training advantage in terms of time of search does signal a

possible role for target enhancement.

However, findings restricted to the very initial stages of

skill development should be cautiously interpreted. Schneider

(1985), for example, cautioned against using performance in the

early stages of high-performance skill training as a basis for

predicting later performance in such training.

Given that further research is indicated, the following

considerations should serve as guides in the development of more

effective target modulation:

1. Effective prompting should obviously provide a means to

expedite the extraction of target features and their encoding

into associations, or links, between the actual target features

and the detection response. Probably, target prompts should

encode or embody the most invariant target features, perhaps in

magnified form, to support the target detection process. These

features can then be modulated on a trial-by-trial basis as

learning progresses.

2. Most psychophysical functions are nonlinear in relation

to the physical stimulus variations. The control of stimuli

involved in prompting should perhaps take this into account.

Adaptive control on a trial-by-trial basis should perhaps be

adjustable and conform to a psychophysical function that could

relate linear steps in perceived prompts to underlying

nonlinearity in the physical prompt dimension.
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3. Operators should not be storing features of the prompt,

as opposed to the features of the actual target, in long-term

memory. Ideally, prompts should embody the most invariant target

features, which can then be faded over trials as learning

progresses. As they fade, the ideal prompting features shouiu

point to the transformation of prompting features into non-

prompted or actual target features. In this manner, the prompting

features could be constantly predictive of true target features.

4. Pixel intensity prompting, although potentially effective

in aiding target detection, may occlude essential target features

by accentuating a pixel characteristic which is not a feature of

actual targets. The essential target is not in the pixel

appearance per se but rather, in the differential pattern of

pixels over the displayed time and space of their occurrence.

Therefore, a better target prompt would more closely correspona

to, or cue, the spatial-temporal aspects of target occurrence. It

is therefore recommended that a controllable mismatch in phase

between target and noise pixels be installed and evaluated in its

effectiveness in producing a usefully discernible cue. In this

way, a slight mismatch in time of occurrence of target pixels, in

relation to noise pixels, could be triply indicative of a

target's time, location, and pattern of occurrence. Thus, it

would probably be more suggestive of the main target feature

(i.e., walking-dot pattern).

In summary, the following basic changes in the MXP system

are suggested for consideration on the basis of the current

results and observations: (a) installation of adaptive prompting

in the MXP system; (b) evaluation of phasal prompting; (c)

modification of the MXP system to permit stimulus alteration from

trial to trial; (d) implementation of random switching of

prompting/stimulus conditions to permit the use of randomization

statistics and single-subject experimental designs; (e)

introduction of capability for immediate presentation of a new

target subsequent to each detection response; (f) provision of a
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fully programmable nonlinear modulating function to control

prompting dimensions; and (g) pursuit of further research with

the existing target intensity feature under more prolonged

training situations and with provisions for decrementing in a

fully programmable way.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the present training experiments indicate

that performance levels which are consistent with automatic

processing can be devel~ped in tasks which involve spatial

pattern information of the type required by operators of Air

Force C2 systems. The results support the capability to develop

automatic processing not only with static spatial pattern

information, but with more complex dynamic pattern information as

well. The static pattern work with non-categorized spatial

pattern sets represents an important extension of earlier

research by Eggemeier et al. (1990) that demonstrated evidence of

automatic processing with categorized sets of static spatial

pattern information. The demonstration of automatic processing

performance characteristics with dynamic spatial pattern

information is significant because it indicates that the

processing of such information can be automatized and that the

results of previous work that had not demonstrated reliable CM-VM

differences do not reflect a general limit associated with the

processing of such information.

The results of the final experiment in the training series

did not produce reliable evidence of automatic processing in the

CM condition in the complex rule-based alphanumeric task. As

described earlier, this result may reflect the hybrid nature of

the VM condition employed in the experiment. The latter condition

included both consistent and inconsistent task elements, and

demonstrated a substantial amount of improvement across training

sessions. This improvement can be attributed to the consistency
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present in the VM condition, and constituted one potential factor

in the inability to demonstrate reliable CM-VM performance

differences. It appears that the additional level of consistency

present in the CM condition did not permit the demonstration of

performance differences relative to the baseline provided by the

hybrid VM condition.

The series of three experiments that examined the use of

target prompting as an aid in the development of detection skills

in the complex weather pattern search task demonstrated that

visual prompting was effective in enhancing performance under the

prompted conditions, but also showed that this advantage was not

maintained when the prompting was withdrawn. It is important that

the results did not demonstrate significant negative transfer to

non-prompted test conditions. Results also suggested that

prompting may represent a means of increasing the number of

training trials per unit time. Such a capability would be of

obvious practical significance to C2 training applications, and

future work to address this issue and modified approaches to

target prompting should be conducted.

The current research on transfer demonstrated some results

that are suggestive of positive transfer to untrained exemplars

of trained alphanumeric rules, but additional research will be

required before firm conclusions concerning such transfer can be

drawn. The need for further examination of the issue of transfer

between lower and higher workload variants of complex tasks is

also indicated by the present results, which did not demonstrate

a differential effect on CM vs VM transfer performance in the

complex weather pattern search task.

The results of the experiment that investigated the

retention of spatial pattern information indicated that no

significant decrements in the processing of such information

occurred over a 30-day interval under the CM condition in the

memory search task that was employed. This result is important in
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that it extends the results obtained with previous semantic

category information (Fisk et al., 1990) to an additional type of

information processed by C2 operators, and indicates that

automatic processing for such material can be maintained in

memory search, over the time periods tested, without maintenance

or refresher training.

Using the present results as a baseline, future research

dealing with the acqu4sition of automatic processing should be

extended to visual search paradigms. As discussed previously,

visual search represents an important component of many C2

operator functions, and research with thic type of paradigm is

very important to C2 training applications. The recommended work

should be conducted with both spatial pattern and complex

alphanumeric information of the type researched here. In

addition, work on the conditions and limits of transfer should be

conducted with these types of information in a visual search

paradigm. As discussed previously, training transfer with regard

to spatial pattern and complex alphanumeric information is

critical to many Air Force systems applications.

In addition to transfer, future work should examine the

retention functions associated with dynamic spatial pattern

information and complex alphanumeric information. It is important

to extend this type of work to visual search paradigms as well,

in that Fisk et al. (1990) have reported evidence that 6uvgests

that losses in performance under CM conditions over 30-day

retention intervals are more pronounced in visual as opposed to

memory search functions.

Such research is important to development of a refined

methodology for structuring training programs that will support

the acquisition of automatic processing in components of actual

C2 operator tasks. The recommended extensions of the research

reported here should contribute to eventual application of an
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automatic-processing-based approach to high performance skills

development in C2 operators.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLES OF SPATIAL PATTERN MATERIALS
USED IN EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 7

0

o o o o Constant Movement, Turn at
Initiation

o o o o Acceleration, No Turn

0

o o o 0 Deceleration, Turn at
Completion

i The direction of pattern movement indicated in each case

is from left to right.
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APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE OF A RULE SET OF THE TYPE
USED IN EXPERIMENT 4.

RULE ED$_nE.Y.EXEMELAR~ UELATIYE-.iEXERLARSL

DXR 15 - 25 16 18 20 22 24 28 30 32 34 14
DXR 25 - 35 26 28 30 32 34 16 18 20 22 36
FLJ 28 - 38 30 32 34 36 28 18 20 22 24 40
FLJ 18 - 28 18 20 22 24 28 30 32 34 36 16
SKC 76 - 86 7e 78 80 82 84 66 68 70 72 88
SKC 66 - 76 66 68 70 72 74 78 80 82 84 64
MTW 63 - 73 64 66 68 70 72 76 78 80 82 62
MTW 73 - 83 74 76 78 80 82 64 66 68 70 84

2 In each case, the designated numorical e,,,#iar would be
presented with the three-letter acronym that appears under
the "Rule" column in the same row as the exemplar.
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